The V Files
http://tiny.cc/b2tziw

“Look, this is not the time to waste your time investing in any company or diversifying your portfolio.
You should have done this ten years ago.
It is a time to continue to buy bullion no matter what the spot price is.”
-V

The following pages contain chronological emails sent since March 2012 from an anonymous European
investment banker (he signs his emails with the initial “V”) to a radio talk show host and author Steve Quayle
regarding the European debt crisis, the predicted collapse of the Euro and its affect on the U.S. dollar. This
informant has been sharing behind-the-scenes information on what insiders have been calling the “Spanish flu”
/ “Swine flu” along with his intel on:


































Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, Spain (PIIGS)
Euro / Eurozone crash/collapse/slowdown
JP Morgan $150B derivative trade loss
$200 - $300T American derivative exposure
Bank runs
Solvency crisis
Market crash
Meltdown
Silver & gold manipulation
Electronic traded funds (ETFs)
Western fractional reserve banking
Bank holiday
Credit default swap (CDS) exposure
Liquidity crisis
Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa (BRICS)
Mining stocks
Economic reset
Capital controls
Housing bubble
Bank deposits
U.S. debt
Currency devaluation
Currency war
Trade war
Precious metals
Hyperinflation
U.S. treasure bubble
Commodities
U.S. dollar collapse
$1Q Global derivative debt
“Hacking” of European banks
$800T London Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) scandal
Global Stealth Cyber Bank Run (GSCBR)
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MF Global
PFG Best
JP Morgan
Hyperinflationary depression
QE3
Metals supression
October/November 2012 event
Bank of America & Citigroup acquisition
Morgan Stanley die-off
Gauss virus
Near Field Communication (NFC) smartphone payment system
Singularity
Seizuire of European assets and infrastructure
Global war
Capital controls
Depression
Solvency crisis

He offers specific strategies to protect your money and investments from this crisis.
The expected Euro collapse will ultimately affect financial and economic conditions in the U.S. which is why
you should pay particular attention to the information in these emails and take the appropriate action (sooner
rather than later) to preserve your net worth.
The emails have been reproduced unedited and in their entirety. Because Steve’s web site underwent a new
design (8/1/12), the links to the older emails no longer work (i.e. V’s emails prior to August 1, 2012 are not
searchable on the new web site). Therefore, this PDF document contains the only known collection of all of V’s
emails since he began sending them.
This document will be updated as newer emails are published and can be downloaded from http://tiny.cc/b2tziw.
Any doubts to the existence of V (now also known as the Guerrilla Economist) were dispelled on January 11,
2013 when V himself went on talk radio for the first time. Since then he continues to make numerous radio
appearances. This document also contains my notes from each radio show.
To listen to V’s radio talk show appearances, go here: http://tiny.cc/37anyw
For an action plan based on V’s recommendations, go here: http://tiny.cc/zgk4jw
Share this info with those you care about.
Loyalist
“I will make it as clear for you as possible:
your wealth, your way of life and your posterity's future
is being purged, flushed and burned out.
It’s time to get out of dodge.
What are you waiting for?”
-V
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Email #1
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120312.Euro.banker.html
http://tiny.cc/g5uxgw

Alert From European Investment Banker
March 12, 2012
Steve,
I am someone who has worked for one of the largest investment banks in the world RBS and I can tell you that
the contagion of debt has run its course. We are already prepped for a Greek default this month especially
since the recent downgrade by Fitch.
I can tell you is this, watch the Eurozone carefully, even though Greece is the star, the UK and it's Financial
power center "The City" is in a whole heap of trouble that is much worse than Greece or any of the PIIGS;
France included. If Greece goes down this month, Legarde and Co are working laboriously but an
uncooperative Greek public and a Situation beyond repair is not making it easy for the WB, IMF robber barons.
When the default happens you have about two maybe three weeks to get out of the dollar. After that it will be
impossible.
Regards,
V.
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Email #2
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120412.Greece.html
http://tiny.cc/psuxgw

Greece in Receivership – Planned Financial Crash Date From Bank Insider

April 12, 2012
Steve,
I write to you today to let you in on what some of the insiders at RBS, UBS, and Goldman Sachs already know.
Greece has defaulted in secret. The strip mining of it's lands, wares, resources, and infrastructure has begun
and is in fact final stages.
That is the reason that the current technocrat in power is a former operative at Goldman Sachs. Same goes
for Italy. We have already begun the proceedings in secret to absorb more of Greek banking, along with PNB
Paribas, SAG, and Satander. They will keep the Euro afloat as long as possible. Next action will be Italy and
Spain before the full "public" MSM announcement of Greek default will be official. By then the same strip
mining pillage/programs will have already begun finishing their work on the rest of PIIGS. Look for a Euro crash
end of 2012 followed by Dollar Collapse two weeks later.
Look to see market slowdown the next few weeks. Plunge Protection team working overtime.
Regards,
V
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Email #3
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120516.bank.update.html
http://tiny.cc/6auxgw

Update From International Banking Source
May 15, 2012
Steve,
The warning shots have begun. I will tell you that this week has been heavy in the financial world, as I
predicted that it would be from my last update till the winter. The reverberations of the JP Morgan $2 Billion
dollar derivative trade loss is playing out and the fissures have finally began to manifest on the foundations of
the world market. What you will see in the next few weeks is continued talks and hearings about financial
regulations and other such stall tactics. This is all a cover and a ruse. The $2 billion dollar loss is just a smoke
screen to further hide the truth of the $2 billion loss from MF Global. Which I will tell you from my sources
Jamie Dimon and JP Morgan Chase were the sole beneficiaries of that "Loss" . In truth JP Morgan has taken
delivery and full liquidation of MF Global assets, thus the $2 billion derivative loss is no big deal for the
following reasons:
1- Americans and most MSM talking heads do not understand derivatives, thus it is easy to throw out cliches,
axioms and jargon with cries for more regulations. Thus Dimon and his cronies at JPM know that they will
skate free from all litigation. After all he was once again voted in as CEO by the JPM board. Why? Because he
covered the loss of JPM trades with MF Global's "missing" $2 billion. JPM knew about the derivative loss for
months.
2- The $2billion loss will cause the needed outcry from America's Banker (Dimon) to call for more power that
will favor the Too Big To Fails (TBTF) Banks. This will allow them to further prop up the crumbling economy
just long enough that it will allow them to further liquidate and conglomerate Americas wealth into fewer and
fewer hands. All this before the coming Euro collapse which will occur this winter. This $2billion JPM trade loss
is the perfect catalyst needed by the MSM to keep the ruse and distraction going.
Greece has gone past the point of no return and RBS, UBS, Satander and SG are all implementing the final
contingency plans for a Euro withdrawal and Drachma resurgence. This will occur very quickly creating hyper
velocity and massive Euro bond dumps the likes of which we have never seen. The actions of Greace will
inspire Austerity strapped Italy, Spain and Portugal to do the same. France will tailspin as the French have the
greatest exposure to this coming crisis than any other nation in the Eurozone. Look for Francios Hollande to
move for a Euro exit as well due to overwhelming pressure from his far left socialist party. Hollande has to
comply, if he does not it would be political suicide.
Same goes for Germany, Merkel's party lost BIG in Germany's largest state North Rhine Westphalia (NRW),
which way NRW goes, so goes the rest of Germany. Anti Euro sentiment is strong and it can not be stopped
no matter what the bankers are doing.
The Euro is on it's last legs I do not see this currency continuing past 2013. There will be a quick dash to the
dollar as a security blanket but that too will fail once the American derivative exposure can no longer be
hidden. The final straw that will bring down this house of cards will be the $200-$300 Trillion of American
derivative exposure. The derivative bubble will pop. What Dimon and JPM has signaled to the world elites and
bankers in code is simply this...."It's time to get out of dodge."
Best Regards,
V.
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Email #4
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120529.bank.update.html
http://tiny.cc/z4txgw

International Banking Source Update On Beginning Derivative Default
And Huge JPM Loss

May 29, 2012
Steve,
Here is the latest run down on JPM. They are stopping their share repurchasing for this very reason. You see
their is a two front issue with JPM ; one, their naked shorting of the silver market which is well documented and
two, their massive derivative exposure.
The derivative market that JPM plays in is the CDX.NA.IG.9, when factions within their London office (London
Whale) made overly leveraged swaps, hedge funds smelled blood and so did a few banks. You see any moves
that JPM does here on out exposes their weakness further. Which they can not afford any more exposure thus
they are not buying back any more shares which is the equivalent of cutting an artery in a pool full of sharks.
The strategy they are taking right now is to sit through the storm and ride it out as they can do nothing else for
any action will make them even more vulnerable.They can not absorb hits in both JPM SLV and CDX.NA.IG.9.
Inactivity is not something they want to do it is something they have to do. There is no other choice for them.
JPM is now in a panic as they are trying to unwind their losses without further signaling loss which will cause
the other Big Banks like RBS, UBS, SocGen, PNB and Goldman Sachs will make at least $500 billion each on
JPM's position. They will do this by cooking the books.
Steve this is the truth, JW and others are right about the losses of JPM's position, the reality is...brace yourself,
the loss is over $150 billion!!! That is from the $100 billion loss in CDX and the $50 billion in other overleveraged bets against it.
Massive is an understatement. The Fed and Dimon is working overtime to cover up the fissure, they can keep
the sharade going for only so long. Many were looking for the collapse to begin in the derivative market, this is
the sign everyone has been looking for, again...BRACE YOURSELF.
Regards,
V.
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Email #5
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120601.bank.update.html
http://tiny.cc/rwnufw

Acceleration Of Financial Meltdown Can't Be Stopped /
From International Banker Friend
May 31, 2012
Steve,
The Iron boot has been firmly planted to the pedal of this runaway tractor trailer that is heading off the cliff. All
of the Euro banks including my former associates at the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) are all prepped and
ready for the Euro collapse. What we in the inside are calling "Spanish Flue" is now running hot with
temperatures that are setting ten year yields sky high. What many do not realize is that Bankia's demise has
started a breach in all the firewalls and safety measures that are in place in the Eurozone. This had an
immediate effect on the Italian markets as you can now see the pandemonium that is there.
We keep hearing reports of massive bank runs that are occurring across many of the PIIGS but is not just
limited to them. As I stated many times the UK and France are the most vulnerable to the Eurozone collapse,
many of their populace are cashing out of their equities though there is a massive media blackout about this.
European contacts report that there is a flight to German bonds, UK and a mass migration to the US dollar. But
these currency life preserver jumps will not help as the contagion in all FIAT markets are affected. It is a game
of hot potato that the investors are playing, jumping from one asset to the next and again before the one that
they just jumped to burns. A juggling act with fire that cannot be quenched. Gold jumped over $40, it is telling
us something.
Many banks in the Eurozone are stuffed with US Bonds/TBills as a hedge, this will not work for them for the
following reasons:
1- The American TBTFs (Too Big to Fails) are filled to the brim with T-Bills, so are many banks in the
Eurozone, the backroom deal was take the bills, bolster your balance sheets, dont sell them and We (Federal
Reserve) will help you out. Why do you think the details of a Fed bailout of Eurobanks were never fully
divulged? It is because they are being propped up by any means possible including American Treasuries that
can not be dumped.
2- They cannot dump them, the main reason is that the Fed is THE # 1 buyer of American Debt. Yes that is
correct #1 not #2 we have surpassed the Chinese, since the ChiComs did not show for many of the last bond
auctions and are stealth dumping US Debt Obligations. This has caused the balancing act to begin...Fed is
Printing, at the same time buying what it prints, thus the banks can't lend causing a solvency crisis the likes of
which we have not seen and killing all credit markets like a ELE (Extinction Level Event) This will create a
hyper Velocity Parabolic crash.
There is no stopping this...We are still on track as I have been predicting for a while now for a fall/winter
collapse of the Eurozone and naked exposure of all derivative markets the world over. Europeans will go
through a major reset, after time they will recover as Europeans do not carry the type of personal debt that
Americans do. It is for America that I worry. Look for these signs next:
1- JPM will be bailed out again but it will not stop the coming market crash. More details will emerge about their
derivative swap failure $150 billion and counting.
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2-BOA (BAC Bank of America) will fold and be absorbed into JPM as a way to prop up the bleeding Giant. JPM
will get the best picking of this deal just like they got with Bear Stearns.
3- Massive layoffs at Citigroup and Wells Fargo
4- Goldman Sachs finally pays the piper, look for massive cuts there as well as BIG Losses
5- Bond market bust which leads to freeze of all bond sales
6- Derivative bust the next one will be BOA followed by Citigroup
7- All CDS shorts and swaps will freeze.
8- Total Meltdown
Those who are ready begin to implement GOOD (Get Out Of Dodge) Plan. Keep what you need in paper and
what you can afford to lose in banks in order to pay day to day expenses/bills. The rest of your
investments/retirements should NOW be pulled from the market and moved to safe haven assets like Precious
metals, farmland, fire arms and food. Prepare to ride out what we are calling the coming RESET BUTTON.
GodSpeed,
V.
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Email #6
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120607.financial.alert.html
http://tiny.cc/ounufw

Financial Alert From International BankerMy Discussion With Him This Morning
June 7, 2012
SQ: What are you hearing on the cartel's breaking point on silver manipulation and when do you think it ends.
V's answer: As the Euro collapses whether this summer or fall, I think there will be a complete stop to silver
and gold manipulation for the following reasons: 2 weeks is all that is needed for the Euro collapse to lay bare
the dollar deception. At this point all (interest rate swaps) will cease, derivative swaps will implode and the truth
of US dollar safe harbor will go up in flames.
When this occurs the ETF (paper markets) will reflect whatever the trading price is at point of market collapse.
This price point level will be held as it would take a further 2 more weeks to liquidate all silver and gold in
repository vaults. In other words, the insiders will receive their deliveries, Joe Investor (paper trader) will be told
his physical SLV GLD are all lost.
Once chaos ensues and all ETF markets are shut you will see a price hyper shot of all physical silver and gold.
See how this whole entire (market manipulation scheme) hinges on the Eurozone and how deeply important a
Euro collapse is for the world in general. Western fractional reserve banking is finished. Look for manipulation
end in 6 months.
SQ: What are you hearing on the Amero and what about the gold-backed Chinese Yuan?
V's answer: The Amero is dead in the water and China will back their Yuan with gold.
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Email #7
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120611.bank.update.html
http://tiny.cc/hrnufw

Alert From International Banker-This Is Huge
June 11, 2012
Steve,
Steve tell your listeners to ignore ETFs and continue buying Physical SILVER and GOLD no matter what "spot
price" is. Please tell them to take cash out NOW!!!! Only keep in bank what you can afford to lose and what
you need to pay bills and expenses. Please tell them to get money out NOW!!! They have till December the
latest to do so. Be mindful it CAN HAPPEN SOONER. Prices of Metals without manipulation $1000 SILVER
$5000 GOLD---Steve Great show Im listening to you right now.
Here is the latest truth on Spain. The bailout already happened by stealth from very reliable sources. My
sources are never wrong. The Bank holiday is going to spill over to Spain, Portugal and France. The Flight to
safe harbor now is the UK. From there you will see flights to the US dollar. The main players have moved to
Gold. Watch for another shock to SLV and GLD market. This will cause shaky uncommitted hands to dump
more SLV and GLD physical. ETF markets will take massive hit.
Germany will start to have massive upheaval as their banks Duetche Bank in particular is over exposed to
Spanish Flue, solvency crunch will hit Germany, look for Germans to go mad over the fact they can not have
access to their funds.
Evolving..... Dollar only rises with IR Swaps and flight to "safe currency" once dirivative market bursts all of this
goes parabolic high velocity crash. This is due to the fact that the dollar is exposed as WORTHLESS due to
the overleveraged CDS exposure.Very little SILVER left to be mined. It is a precious and Strategic metal.
SILVER will be less plentiful than GOLD.Steve Russian economy willl suffer greatly due to EuroCollapse. This
is due to the dependency that the Russian economy has with Euro zone energy exports. (GAZPROM) Greek
crisis has hurt Russian Natural Gas exports.
Russians are angry at Eurocrats due to their inability to fix the crisis. They are blaming the whole entire
western banking system for the recent decline of the Ruble. Steve some of the investors that lost big in Iceland
were the Russians and guess what? They are vested in Greece as well. Take to account this along side with
recent NATO aggression does not work to help this particular situation.Steve remember Deutsche Bank is #2
only to PNB Paribas the French Banking Giant. The kicker here is that both of their derivative exposure
combined is over $125 Trillion!!! You have to be solvent in order to be liquid. This is a solvency crisis. The
average joe on the street is duped into thinking it's liquidity. There is no liquidity.Chinese will back Yuan with
Gold. They are stealth dumping US Tbonds. Have not been in any major bond auctions for the last year or so.
Will form new banking/ trade system with BRICS---Morgan Stanley is next Lehman bros due to Facebook and
Euro exposure. Close all equity accounts and exit markets now. V
COPYRIGHT STEVE STEVEQUAYLE.COM -PERMISSION TO REPRINT ONLY IF HOT LINK TO MY SITE
IS INCLUDED.
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Email #8
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120612.jackal.days.summer.html
http://tiny.cc/epnufw

The Jackal Days Of Summer
June 12, 2012
Quick question -SR- your banking source says to get out of the markets now. Would he group miners and gold
shares (not ETF's) into the same category as other equities? Bob Chapman (who sadly just passed) has
always maintained that miners are a different animal given that they have metal reserves both in and above
ground. Just wondering if your contact agrees with that.
Great Question,
V's-- ANSWER --Mining stocks can be a great investment but one has to look at the pros and cons. I advise to
stay clear of "Junior" mining companies. Most are either in Green or Brown exploration meaning they are either
investing in new areas for potential ore or digging in areas that are already been explored. I do not like Junior
companies as most are mismanaged and ill funded money pits. I can tell you this as I worked as a trader for
Ameropa many years ago dealing in Cobalt and other strategic metals so I know quite a bit about mining. That
being said even the Big ones are vulnerable as they are dependent on global economic growth. There are no
major BIG company that only digs for Gold or Silver. They are looking for all different types of Metals/ minerals,
strategic as well as industrial. It is the young and inexperienced Junior companies that go looking for the latest
precious metal mine....AND LOSING BIG.
If I were to buy mining stocks I would place my money in the following companies:






BHP Billiton (The Biggest)
Rio Tinto
NMDC
Barrick
Suncor

But the question is why do you want to waste your money on these companies as they too will be affected by
the economic collapse/slowdown. Look this is not the time to waste your time investing in any company or
diversifying your portfolio. You should have done this ten years ago. It is a time to continue to buy bullion no
matter what the spot price is. Also if you do not know how to play the options market then I would stay clear all
together. If you are savvy with options then I would short the stocks on the following companies that I just listed
by taking out options contracts on all of them. This way you have the least amount of risk/ exposure and much
to gain when the companies flop in the coming economic reset.
Again I will warn, if you are not a pro with the stock market with sizeable money to invest I would not bother
wasting time with any mining company. Buy physical gold and silver and take possession now. The heat will
not be the only thing that many will feel this summer it will be the global economy melting down. The Big Boys
have already cashed out of the Euro and the dollar it is now high time for the Jackals to finish the dying body of
the Western banking system off.
This summer you will see the Spanish flu run rampant through the PIIGS, In fact many of us on the inside are
now jokingly calling it Swine flu. More bank failures are ahead and you will see the first German or French bank
subsidiary failure this summer. This failure will be like a cancer amputated limb that will bring down the larger
parent company and cause further panic in all markets. I am looking at you PNB Paribas and Deutsche Bank.
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As the Jackals put out their last minute moves to cause the final fool's rally this summe,r look for more flight to
the dollar and another hit in the SLV and GLD funds. It's going to be a very hot summer in deed.
V
COPYRIGHT STEVE QUAYLE- ALL RIGHTS RESERVED---NO CROSS POSTING UNLESS ACTIVE HOT
LINK TO MY SITE STEVEQUAYLE.COM IS PROVIDED
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Email #9
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120614.Euro.collapse.html
http://tiny.cc/zulwfw

Euro Has Collapsed!
June 14, 2012
Steve,
It is with trepidation that I write to you....The Euro has collapsed unofficially. The money is OUT of Greece,
Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Italy, France, Belgium and the German Elites have begun to shore up their wealth in
hard assets and precious metals. RBS has given orders to close two of their major equities sectors, thousands
of jobs are going to be lost the next few days/weeks. Credit Sussie has called on top investors to head to
Swiss safe harbor and hard asset diversified portfolios.
The Capital Controls are in place to keep the charade of control going for the next four to six months before the
official collapse. Steve...this is it. The Euro has collapsed and no one has noticed it. Greek bank runs are close
to $3.5 Billion Euros per day not the $1 Billion that is being reported. The rest of the PIIGS are in the same
boat. Bank Holiday imminent in all of continental Europe in the coming days and weeks. This is again theatrics
to keep the plebeians believing in some semblance of control.
Please warn your listeners to pull out of their bank accounts everything that they need. Keep only to pay the
day to day expenses. If they have land to go to, please do so now. Steve I do not know how much longer I can
keep writing to you. You were knocked off line during your show with the Haggmans right before your were
going to divulge what I have told you with the Spanish bailout. It is getting dangerous for all of now.
Again the Euro has collapsed...I repeat the Euro has collapsed. Unofficially.

May God Help Us All....
V
COPYRIGHT STEVE QUAYLE- ALL RIGHTS RESERVED---NO CROSS POSTING UNLESS ACTIVE HOT
LINK TO MY SITE STEVEQUAYLE.COM IS PROVIDED
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Email #10
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120618.Greek.election.html
http://tiny.cc/r6z3fw

V's Response To Greek Election Facade-Just Watch And See--The Euro Is Cest Fini

June 18, 2012
Steve also please tell them to reread my posts. I have said that there is the unofficial collapse, this is from real
inside sources. The official collapse is still going to be in the fall winter season of 2012. The Euro has a no
confidence vote from all the big money players. They are all cashed out. In a 21st century Fiat system the big
players will always cash out and hedge bets for the continuing slide in assets and equities that we are currently
seeing sans the ridiculous "magical" DOW that stays above 12K thanks to the PPT and insiders.
Steve the irrational will jump the gun and give you flack when they read what they want to read and not fully
read what has been clearly laid out. Tell them to get the financial houses in order and watch the events unfold.
They have to understand that they have been treated to very intimate high level information from the top
international banking sources. I vow on all that is true that the Euro is done, it has unofficially collapsed in the
eyes of the elites. The foregoing theatrics are for the masses to indulge. When you have all the major banks
lose their credit ratings, when you have capital controls in place, when you have unemployment rates over
50%, when you have bank runs, bank holidays, continued anarchy, my friend you have a collapse.
Even though the Syriza party lost, Steve your listeners should understand that it simply means more time time
for the mid level guys to put the finishing touches on the Greece carcass. Look for vote fraud in the coming
days. The people in Greece see a Euro exit as the only option for which their country will survive. We are on
schedule with everything that I have said and posted. The Euro is a collapsed currency with no value to it
amongst the elites. Once the mid level players are done you will see the "OFFICIAL COLLAPSE" take place
within four to six months. This is done.
Steve here is the REALITY for any doubters:
All the top firms including the ones that I have worked for have all advised our top clientele to pull out their
liquid assets.
All the top firms and banks have already prepped and ready for Euto collapse two years ago.
Elites have pulled out of the Euro
The Fed has implemented safe guards to euro exposure. In other words no further help for Eurozone
Bank runs not just by people...but by multinational corporations pulling out billions per day.
PNB Paribas and Deutsche Bank in shareholder meetings have declared Greece a failed state and Euro dead
The Swiss have drawn up a plan for Euro collapse two years ago all capital controls in place now were planned
then.
All major Euro banks credit downgrades including Dutch, UK next
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Like I said so many times, Greece is a symptom, it will spread, Spain will run hot with fever and burn a feverish
death, This contagion is not just Greece. The spin masters are trying to get everyone focused on a silly
election that means nothing when the real hard numbers tell the truth. This is not about one small nation in the
south of Europe. This is about the whole entire Eurozone. I am giving your readers information that is six
months ahead of the curb. Look for a market spike this week then followed by a shock and then a hit to the
SLV and GLD ETF... Everything is moving on schedule nothing has changed. Prepare, Prepare, Prepare.
V
COPYRIGHT STEVE QUAYLE- ALL RIGHTS RESERVED---NO CROSS POSTING UNLESS ACTIVE HOT
LINK TO MY SITE STEVEQUAYLE.COM IS PROVIDED
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This email is not from “V” but an employee at JP Morgan
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120619.JP.Morgan.html
http://tiny.cc/laq5fw

Alert From JP Morgan Employee - V Is Right!

June 19, 2012
As for V: He is Right on!
Thank God for your contacts Steve, and thank you for all the time you put in trying to warn us, it is appreciated
very much. V obviously works for a major firm dealing with all the frills of the elite, I work for JPMorgan and will
tell you my Bank is positioning itself to be the MAIN SERVICER of Mortgages and financial transactions when
the crunch begins. I alerted Bob Chapman a while back about this plan, he concurred with me as well. Every
person who holds a mortgage will make their payment to the Federal Reserve, not Fannie or Freddie or
FHA/VA/Ginnie...none of them. They will have their mortgages EFT'd (electronically taken out) out of their
account. People will not have the choice to send in their checks or walk into a branch to make their payment, it
will be tied to their accounts and they will have their pay garnished if they break that EFT contract. The same
with a car when getting a loan, but that's another beast for a different day. I wanted to piggy-back V's intel and
share JP's positioning of being made God Father through this financial crisis. V is right!!!!!
Several months ago we had a District Manager in the Sacramento Valley visit branches to inspect Safety
deposit boxes and brief the managers of an emergency order by the Bank to close branches in case of an
emergency, all the doors would have to be shut and what employees would have to do when the banking
holiday occurs, I found out through a Loan Officer who called me paranoid, she said she saw the memo,
however I've been trying to get a copy of it but she has been unsuccessfull, none the less, those of us in the
know don't need any memos, the Holy Spirit is our guide and He teaches us all things, amen!
Steve, my Wife , my Son and I are interceeding for you and your family, as well as the other Ministries you are
asking for.
Thank you and God bless you, keep up the great work my Brother!
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Email #11
http://stevequayle.com/News.alert/12_Money/120621.financial.time.bombs.html
http://tiny.cc/pck9fw

Financial Time Bombs

June 21, 2012
Steve, where do I begin? Lets start up with the Eurozone and take it from there. I was the first to mention to
you that the Spanish Bailout had already happened before it was even announced that they were going to
need more within the week. Well a week has passed and it said that both Italy and Spain need an almost $1
Trillion dollar bailout. The reason? Apart from both being insolvent, Italy has to borrow money at 7% to lend to
Spain at 3% by edict of the Euro Technocrats via ECB. These morons have the economics understanding of a
five year old. Now both countries are heading the way of Greece, which is total economic death as Greece is a
failed state, with no government, a stolen election and thousands starving to death.
Steve as I said the Euro is unofficially collapsed with a major "OFFICIAL" collapse coming this fall or winter. I
said many times to my cohorts , though the Eurozone has it's problems, it is the US that is the Supreme
Emperor with No Clothes the Eurozone are just vassals. The problems facing the US are much, much worse.
With very high unemployment, debt to the stratosphere and an economy in rigor mortis, the US is a patient on
his death bed waiting for the elite power brokers to give it it's last rights and then devour the patient's body.
Couple of points that, I need to revisit for your readers and listeners are as follows:
1. Real Estate- The real estate, in the US, has in no way hit the bottom--yet. Not in the FEH (Financial
Economics Hubs) like New York but I tell you that you will see a housing market crash the likes of which you
have never seen or will ever see again. This will occur for the following reasons.
a) Inventory- The government backed mortgage programs (Fannie and Freddie), the left over sub-prime
mess, and the foreclosures have left a massive $7 Trillion dollar inventory of over 20 million homes the exact
number of which have no idea and some even estimate it to be over 30 million not counting shadow inventory.
Anyway to put things in perspective consider this. Numbers like millions, billions and trillions are tossed
around the media so much that Americans have no concept of such insanely large numbers I will put it to you
this way. In Ireland they have an inventory of 290,000 homes. This would take the Irish Fourty Three years to
fill. How long do you think it would take the US if we use the "official" number of 18 million empty homes? It
would take over 300 years!!!!!
Knowing this, the power con men in the government and banking institutions have purposely tightened the
spigot and bottlenecked the whole system preventing the market from adjusting and continuing the housing
bubble for the not to distant future. They know if they opened that valve, it would dump a massive inventory of
houses on the market crashing everything with it. A hit the US economy can't take. Why do you think "Robo
Signing" was set up? In our Real Esate Banking divisions we purposely created Robo Signing, knowing full
well that the muck that that would cause in terms of title holder and legal proceedings will keep the spigot tight
until the Banksters got what they needed out of the market. Remember it's all about squeezing that one more
dime out of the system one more percentage rate, one more profit margin and then when the very marrow is
sucked from the bones the whole thing can then just turn to dust.
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2. Deposit of Creditors- You know there still are savers in America, though not as much as their counterparts in
other western nations but thankfully there still are. The reality is Steve much of what Americans save wont last
them more than a month at most in fact most American are two pay checks away from being homeless. Any
way the vast amount of deposits in US banks allow them to play the fractional reserve game and thanks to the
end of Glass Stiegel it allows them to take your hard earned money in your account and use it to make bets
and play in the world investment markets. So long as you the American public dont demand your money at the
same time (Bank Run) the banksters whittle it away like drunk sailors at a Rio bar. With the Fed continuing to
print and buy US debt, this game is coming soon to a close. That is why I have warned, to only keep in your
accounts what you can stand to lose and what you need to cover day to day expenses. How many of you have
listened?
3. Sovereigns Debt - I have been screaming about this Frankenstein since 2007. I wrote an extensive report on
the dangers of US bonds and TARP and how that would be the final nail in the coffin. We all know that there is
a bubble in the US bond market. Heck we knew it for years. In my 2010 report I made it clear that the very
thing that would bring down the US bond market would be the devaluation of currency (which is happening)
followed by a currency war (which is happening) followed by a trade war (which has started) and then finally a
rise in the precious metals market, particularly SILVER.
When the US finally loses it's World Reserve Currency status (which is happening) Expect the US crash to
make the Eurozone to look like a Sunday School Picnic.
All the problems in the US can be centered around these three major issues and when these financial bombs
explode the shockwave will be immense. Alas I fear the banksters have a war planned for us as well, how do I
know? The numbers tell me so.

V.
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Hyperinflation, Deflation And Currency Wars
SQ NOTE: Currency wars lead to shooting wars!
June 22, 2012
As I write this to you we are circling a deflationary drain that has put the squeeze into aggregate demand levels
(total demand for goods and services) and driven down the aggregate asset prices (real estate) So in order to
keep the USS Titanic of sinking any further the privately owned and unconstitutional Federal Reserve has
turned on the magic printing press in the hopes of “stimulating” and propping up assets by Quantative Easing (
AKA “QE” which is a fancy way of saying printing money out of thin air.)
Helicopter Ben Bernanke (Look up why they call him “helicopter Ben” in order to appreciate the humor.) and
the Reserve gum shoes are terrified of the US economic death spiral that has begun. Lack of liquidity, leading
to lower consumption, leading to lower prices, leading to the whole economy grinding to a halt! So to prevent
this the Fed has gone on a buying spree if you will, propping up one floundering asset after the next , buoying
asset prices to prevent a deflationary dive, and injecting liquidity into the system to keep the magicians parlor
tricks going. I would always say “when your only tool is a hammer, every problem becomes a nail.”
Think about it, over the last few months the Fed has bought over $2.3 Trillion of US treasuries, it has injected
more and more “stimulus” but still we can not overcome this credit contraction. This is what happens when a
nation demonizes it's labor force by outsourcing, swallows the Bovine Excrement of “Consumer Economy” and
relegates its once manufacturing might as something that is old hat and primitive. In other words the Globalist
and Multinational Banks and Corporations have sold us a bad bag of goods via our “elected” leaders.
This brings us to HYPERINFLATION.
Now the economically aloof will say that it is a far off prospect, a better chance that the polar ice caps will melt
in a “global cooling event”. I mean what most people would say is that with wages being driven down the way
that they are, asset prices more or less stable, and credit market shrinking, hyperinflation sounds like some far
off pipe dream of sycophantic doomsayer survivalist. Inflation is unlikely let alone hyperinflation. After all what
most would argue is that deflation is the more likely candidate to run The United States of Ruin as the
alternative is pure ridiculous. I am not an economist, I am though an avid, and I must say an astute student of
history; and what history has taught me in the over 5000 years of human economic activity is this:
Hyperinflation and inflation are and can be mutually exclusive.
What do I mean by that? Well in both cases of inflation and hyperinflation the currency losses it's buying
power. I'll put it to you this way; inflation is when an economy overheats, it's a demand driven phenomena in
which a nations consumables (goods& services) are in great demand due to overabundance of credit that it
drives the cost of the consumables to skyrocket causing goods and services producers to raise prices in order
to keep up.
Hyperinflation is not like that. It is the total and complete loss of faith and buying power of a currency. Prices
rise not because someone wants to be paid more for goods or services that they provide, or more money for
their labor or commodity,prices rise because they want to get out of the currency, they do not want it any
longer, they want less of it and are willing to pay a healthy some for any hedge against it.
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Lets face the facts here. This government's debt is 100% of GDP and the bloodletting has no end in sight. With
a yearly fiscal budget shortfall of about 10% the Fed is purchasing TREASURIES in order to cover the shortfall
on the government balance sheet. Thus they are fulfilling two objectives; one, help the government maintain
aggregate supply levels (price of goods and services) and two, support asset prices in order to prevent any
further deflationary erosion ( Like Realestate). So in the Feds calculations if you stabilize aggregate supply
levels and prevent erosion of assets values you in turn would create an economic recovery, right?! WRONG!!!
Now follow closely to what I am about to say. We have never recovered from the September 2008 crash. All
this talk about a “double dip” is a moot point as we never clawed our way from the first dip. The economy is as
it has been for the last two years; heading down, no matter what all the talking heads on radio and TV say. For
you see in trying to perform the same techniques which were applied with the crash of 1929 and 1933; the Fed
has exhausted its cache of stimulus tools. They have done nothing and they have nothing left. After pumping
trillions into stimulus plans, and trillions to improve balance sheets of the “Too Big to Fail” banks they have
accomplished one thing; they have UNDERMINED TREASURIES!!!
Treasuries are the very threads that is holding this economy together and now these policies have
metamorphosed them into the NEW AND IMPROVED TOXIC ASSET!!! Every world economy knows that they
are overvalued, they know that their yields are mediocre and still no one in the main stream talking head shows
ever rails against or even exposes them. The whole world cart blanche walks on eggshells around treasuries
as if it were a Financial Nuke with a trip wire trigger and a timer. A bomb if you will....which IT IS.
History shows us a pattern when and how this financial Hiroshima goes off. It begins like this:
There will be a slight and sudden rise in a price of a necessary commodity like Oil
This will send tremors through the treasury yields, Treasury Mangers will sell off their allocations and go into
the commodity (e.g. Oil) in order to grab a profit. I guarantee that they will sell treasuries as it's the primary
asset that many of them can sell.
This will trigger the Fed to step in and buy the dumped Treasuries as they are trying to stave off deflation by
keeping low yields and cheaply funded. (Quantative Easing) The Fed knows that the Bond Market senses a
“Treasury Bubble” and once again they turn on the printing press to buy every treasury in sight to calm the
markets and create asset price stability
The Zombie “Too Big to Fail” Banksters smell blood in the water and begin to dump their obscene amount of
treasury notes. You see these living dead institutions were never nationalized but got the best parts of
nationalization; total liquidity (stimulus money) and easing of accounting and regulatory rules. The flip side was
the Fed required that they purchase US treasuries. You see buying up of the treasuries allowed their balance
sheets to look well funded and monetized, all the while hiding the toxic assets that were being siphoned off
their books by the Fed since 2008.
The Panic sets in...Asset managers are not stupid they know the US is in much worse shape than Greece.
They know that there is a “Treasury Bubble”. So when these mangers see the mass buying of treasuries by the
Fed, and the mass dumping by the Zombie Banks, it will be their signal to get out of Dodge!!!
The Zombie To Big To Fails and Asset Managers that have dumped their toxic treasuries will look for a place
to park their new found cash. Now where might you think they can put all that new cash into? COMMODITIES.
Commodities of all types will shoot to the moon. From precious and industrial metals, Oil, food staples will all
skyrocket in price, catching the American public with their pants down. Commodities will be the only safe
haven to go to and this is when the American public will get it's first taste of hyperinflation and it will taste like
gasoline when the price of oil surges passed $150 a barrel in one week equating to $10 a gallon gas!!!
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Commodities SOARS and DOLLAR COLLAPSE ensues. The sell off of assets in purchase of commodities will
be ballistic. People will unload homes, cars, personal belongings all once thought important for real assets like
Gold, Silver, Food, Weapons, and Oil. In hyperinflation your $400,000 house will be worth $60,000 or 70
pieces of silver, for your house will not be able to help you buy things you need, while a commodity like gold
and silver can.
Most of all the government can't stop it.
II. Currency Wars
Another front is brewing in this mass pandemonium that is hurling toward us in thunderous fashion. That is the
currency war that is beginning to heat up. You see during the 90's America went through it's dot com boom
primarily off the money that it borrowed from the Chinese and other foreign investors. So when the dot coms
became the dot bombs, and when that bubble Burst the banksters at wall street and the financial mafia running
the Fed needed fresh meat. After all the Chinese will be not so willing to throw their money into another tech
stock venture with the US. at that time Alan Greenspan cut interest rates down to an unheard of 1% and eased
bank lending. Thus in turn creating the housing bubble that was one sub-prime needle away from being
popped. Now while all this was transpiring many political hacks and think tanks in the"District of Criminals"
were beginning to complain that the Chinese were not allowing their currency the Yuan to float,that the
Chicoms were artificially keeping it's value low. In turn creating a very large trade surplus for them, and a large
trade deficit for us.
If you have been following the news lately, you would have been hearing the vast levels of complaining within
the Anglo-American financial houses, the vast monetary disparity with the Chinese Yuan and even the
Euro. In fact it is my opinion that this summers Euro collapse was a orchestrated act of financial warfare
perpetrated by the British and American banking interests. That I will leave for another time. It is comedic that
many in positions of power feel that it is the Chinese that is to blame for the economic dearth that we are
facing. Now the madmen are sensing that the Wall street Casino may be closing, and in a last ditch play to
make profits, and grab power.The overlords at the Fed and the Banksters on Wallstreet are in a race to the
bottom. Devaluing the dollar as some sick way of kick starting the make believe economy. Hoping that a
devalued dollar will make us more competitive in trade.
One thing that I will tell you is that in a currency war no one Is a winner. Von Mises the famous Austrian
economist that invented the Austrian school of economics said it best when he said that the way to destroy
your middle class is to devalue your currency.
Back prior to 1913 and the creation of the creature that we now know as the Federal Reserve, a country's
currency was essentially it's stock. A nation that produced, and sold it's good and wares had a very strong
currency affording it's citizens a very good quality of life. Gold was the anchor that tied the majority of nations
currencies back then, preventing the creation of economic bubbles, guaranteeing the stability of sound
economic policies and power of wealth in the hands if the citizen.
Today money printed out of thin air and backed up by nothing is the order of the day. As we traverse into the
current state of affairs, history has once again proven that fiat (by edict) currencies and central banks are
failures. By engaging the Chinese, Japanese and Europeans in a currency war, a race to the bottom will do
nothing but destroy us and what is left of our middle class. By trying to hit cheap Chinese goods with a tariff will
incense the Chinese even more. This is not something that you want to do, especially since they are still the
largest holders of your debt.
V
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Financial False Flag: Beware Heads Up – Emergency Update

June 27, 2012
Right now banking systems the world over are going into meltdown due to this global syphoning hack that is
occuring in over 60 banks worldwide with untold losses in the billions of dollars and counting.
What I want all of you to know is this. It is DAMN impossible for any one hacking group or individual to pull this
off. The sheer speed and scope of the operation as well as the precision through which it is being carried out
leads me to believe an advanced source is at play.
Look you can not simply hack this many accounts in this many banks simultaneously without leaving any
tracks and yet there are no tracks left behind just a bunch of dead end false leads that lead no where.
My sources have told me that the algorithm used in this operation is very very advanced and "they have never
seen anything like this." This leads me to one conclusion. A false flag, an inside job designed as a pretext to a
broader event. I have been warning about a financial collapse for some time, I have also warned of an
impending bank holiday as well as the market indicators pointing to World War Three. I strongly believe this
event would be used in any one of these ways.
All of our banking software has back doors built into them for the anonymous power brokers/masters to use as
they deem fit. This is an inside job that is done by an International Banking/ Intelligence Agency conglomerate.
Only they would have the accessibility, the infrastructure and means to pull this off.
I fear this is a huge prelude to a massive event. I have told many of you through this web site to get your
money out...What are you waiting for?
Prepare,
V.
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What's Really Going On In The Multi-Billion Dollar Bank Hacking World

June 28, 2012
Steve, I am appalled that they (the media) truley are downplaying this mass hack. I spoke to my guy again this
morning @ 7am NY time and he feels the number of banks affected could be over 200 but is confident that for
sure 100 banks got hit. Another thing that the media is doing right now is damage control saying that the hacks
took a year. to do. This is nonsense as the hacks are recent and the money missing from the large accounts
would be noticed a lot sooner than a year.
He also stated that the program is NOT Spyeye or Zeus. He stated those they can stop with no problem as
they do not have the source code and structure to hit that many servers at that short amount of time. WIll keep
you posted on the latest.
V.
SQ NOTE: DO AN INTERNET SEARCH ON "PROMIS SOFTWARE" AND SEE WHO STOLE IT FROM
WHOM-THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA IS CONTROLLING THE DIS_INFORMATION AT A FANTASY LEVEL-SEEK GOD WITH ALL YOUR HEART AND ASK HIM TO REVEAL TO YOU WHAT'S REALLY TAKING
PLACE.
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Financial Webs Of Deceit. The Worlds Financial Market Is Undergoing Total Collapse

July 6, 2012
It has begun the unofficial collapse of the Euro that I have announced back in late June has started to run into
the massive canyon like fissures of the financial world. As web site after web site and expert after expert talk
endlessly about the failing frame work of the whole western financial system; they over look one main point.
That point is this; when a patient is brain dead, you may debate that there is still blood coursing through their
veins, that their heart still beats, that there is still a modicum of respiration still occurring. The fact remains
though the vestigial systems of the organism works, it's main source of control that dictates every one of its
voluntary mechanical operation IS DEAD. So it is with Western Banking. There are still "signs" of life, the ATMs
work (for most anyway) online transactions are for the most part operational (again for most) but the arguments
of liquidity and solvency rage because of the simple lack of omission that the very needed rudiments of the
financial system, it's modus operandi, it' s organized brain of safeguards and cognition has ceased functioning.
The Unofficial Euro collapse has hastened the hemorrahging of various sectors around the financial world.
Lets start with a few shall we.
Derivatives- I have documented that the real loss of JPM's previous London trade debacle is not the purported
intial $2billion or the now admitted $9 billion but $150 billion total loss. This coming from a Zombie Bank that
recieves 77% of its profits from the government trough. The IR Swaps that are played in this field is
astronomical and is accounting for more than 85% of all derivative trades. So what does this mean? I stated
many times, when people have asked me, "what is THE SIGN of a financial collapse?" I have always said that
it will begin in the derivative market first. After all we have an unsustainable world wide derivative debt that is in
the Quadrillions. $1.4 Quadrillion by most estimates. What does this mean and how will it play out?
Hacking- The supposed "hacking" that is occurring in over 60 banks at the same time is nothing more than
those with the funds moving their assets out. It is a smoke screen, a diversion, a silent stealth bank run by the
elites. Why all of a sudden there is total media black out? The funds that have been taken have crossed in to
the billions of dollars. The total stealth bank runs are closer to 200 banks.
LIBOR- All over the news you hear the mother of all scandals, the fact that all the major multinational banks
have been rigging the interest rate system and keeping it artificially low. Which robs you of your dividends and
annihilates your savings but profiteers the banksters in their risky gamble with your money. They profit and you
are left holding the bag. The banks involved in this LIBOR mess total 200 about the same that just so happen
to be the same banks that are all of a sudden being "hacked" and are having "glitches". This LIBOR scandal
puts into risk an $800 trillion market made up of savings, investments, mortgages, loans and retirement
accounts. Taking a sledgehammer to the confidence of the whole entire global market and western backed
banking system. I laugh at these pundits who talk about the LIBOR. You see my friends there is no oversight
over LIBOR,it's just a bunch of crooks deciding what they will charge for lending amongst themselves and how
they can profit off of you. LIBOR was invented to be MANIPULATED the very design of this screams so. You
have to wonder why now all of a sudden LIBOR is an issue? Read on.
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So what does it all mean? Simple really my friends. The whole entire western banking system is being flushed
out, the whole house is being purposely burned to the ground in order to make way for the new. If you are still
in paper you are a madman or woman. Pull your money out now while you still have time. I will make it as clear
for you as possible, your wealth, your way of life and your posterity's future is being PURGED, FLUSHED,
BURNED OUT. The order of things are about to change officially. Watch the dollar, get out of paper, get into
metals. You have been warned....Again.
V
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LIBOR Bomb
July 10, 2012
The recent theatrics in the media about the LIBOR forgets to underscore the BIG picture. It is not the "BIG
BANKS" or the Central Banks that is the problem. It is the cabal of financiers and the system that they have
propagated for hundreds of years in the Western World and almost hundred years here in the US , that is the
main parasitic cancerous growth. It is this growth that has been brooding in the veins of the financial system.
Year after year, decade after decade, regulation after regulation, until one day the growth of this creature goes
parabolic bringing sudden death to it's host. I think many of you have no idea about how much your lives are
about to change, in a drastic way for the worst. What they have planned for you, you will wish to die. There is
no making peace with the system, for this system makes no peace and it yields no quarter, no room for
surrender. It's actions will be swift and the more you lay off putting things in order in your life the more you pay
for your procrastination and normalcy bias with a fine so weighty you will wish you were dead. The LIBOR
plays out like this and I will not repeat myself on what I have already said about it. Another crack/fissure in the
derivatives market. I can not stress enough to tell you how close to breaking this market is. For those who do
not understand the critical nature of this market and it's inevitable downfall, I can tell you this. It will be world
ending in scope. I mean what I said. The Hacks that are occurring in over 200 banks and their servers around
the world is the Global Stealth Cyber Bank Run (GSCBR). It is the elites way of finishing off your wealth. The
last touches before the carcass is burned to a hearth. The Bond market is finished, We all knew that there is a
bubble in the bond market, This is the coup de grace that will not pop the bubble, but make it explode with the
force of a thousand suns. America will be broke and barren in a blink of an eye! These are two events that I
have been warning about are ones that will end your life on this planet as you know it. Your cash will be
worthless, your country at a standstill, No money, No food, no essential services, AND WHEN IT ALL
STOPS..... YOU STOP.
V
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Here Comes The Hit

July 12, 2012
What do you think was the main purpose behind the aptly named MF Global? What do you think is the
connection to PFG Best? Why is JPM connected to both commodity houses? Simple....this is how you start the
metals beat down that I have been screaming about for the past two years. It struck me this afternoon and after
doing some digging and making a few calls, the answer stood right in front of me.
When MF Global went bust over $2 billion in customer funds magically vanished. What happened next? Gold
and Silver took a hit. Now PFG Best magically loses $250 million, what happened next? The Gold market took
1.3% dive.
The kicker is this...both failed firms both have money sitting in whose account? Why JP Morgan of course and
who are they the clearing bank for? Why the good ol boys at the Federal Reserve. Now what does the Fed and
JPM have in common? Well among many things, the abject manipulation in the Gold and Silver market. So
what does this mean?
The PFG Best failure and more shell brokerage failure ( as they are all doing the dirty work of JPM) are
causing all the weak hands to dump Gold, Silver and other commodities. The result: A hit to Gold that I am
going to say may drop the price from my previous claims down to $1200 - $1400 range. In other words, for
those sitting on the fence...BUY BUY BUY!!!! This is the time to do it.
This seems to be part of the last moves of survival that banks like JPM and Central Banks are doing on top of
all the Hacks and IR Swaps and LIBOR manipulation. The full on assault on the metals market is on and it is
time to buy.
You have to see the clear picture that is coming into focus. IR Swaps, LIBOR manipulation, Suspicious
Commodity Firm Failures are all part of the concerted effort to keep precious metal prices low. I was right again
and you all heard it here on this site first. Here it comes the best buying opportunity you will ever get.
V
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State of Play: The importance of Owning Physical Gold and Silver

July 19, 2012
The global economic situation has been devolving at a faster pace than that which I can even keep up with. I
have tried within these last reports/alerts to give "YOU" an in depth view into not only the inner workings of the
highest echelons of decision making, but also the warnings of an impending collapse that will take those that
are ill prepared and ill advised by surprise,leaving them "INCAPACITATED" and Destitute.
I will try here to outlay the clearest message that I can convey to you in the simplest terms and that is this: BUY
PHYSICAL GOLD AND SILVER AND SELL IT NOT. The reasons are as follows:
1- The FED. Folks I don't know how else to put it. The Fed is not audited and is not accountable to anyone. My
source at the NY Fed has confided in me and has let me know what I and many have suspected all along and
that is this; the Fed continues to operate stimulus and bailouts by stealth and by "other names" ALL of these
bailouts go to multinational banks, sovereigns and the Wall Street Firms. This continues to erode the value of
the dollar and is one of the dominoes that will trigger the hyperinflationary depression that we are headed to. I
will again emphasize the value of Gold and Silver as a store of wealth as you should be finding the means to
purchase them.
2. Euro- The Euro as of June 20th 2012 has been declared by the banking elites as a dead currency and they
have exited it in earnest. What is left is a cluster mess of all the bad debts and broken economies that pay
homage to a citadel of bad ideas. Since the unofficial collapse of the Euro back in June. For the first time since
it's membership, German bonds are attracting a negative yield. Spain is a failed state and Greece is in a
pandemic depression on the scale that would make Argentina blush. In other words nothing has changed. The
Euro is dead and what is continuing is theater for the masses so the architects of this financial massacre can
safely exit with their profits intact. All the while the elites are moving into Gold and there as it is here, the
precious metal prices are being artificially kept low keeping the weak trader/investor holding his Physical or
ETF with extremely loose grip. How do you think the fire sale of Greek and Spanish Hard assets and
infrastructure is purchased? With Euros?! Of course not, these transactions are being paid in GOLD!!!
3- BRICS- Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa are forming continuing trade and economic ties
without the dollar as a means of exchange. They are setting up their own currency swaps and LOCs. This
system that they have set up will work even better when it is anchored by an accurate measure and that
accurate measure is GOLD. The BRICS nations are the biggest buyers of that yellow metal, why do you think
that is? Why do you think that India is devaluing their currency by design, raising import taxes on Gold and
telling people to buy scrap metal instead? Simple, they have to cool down their economy as it was running too
hot, this momentary currency devaluation will help them in the long run. They know this, they also know that
Gold is running out, so is Silver, thus they are trying to get their population to buy base metals even scrap.
China is having the some of the same problems. An overheated economy and a massive housing bubble, what
is the fix? Simple, value the RENMINBI in Gold which spells lights out for the US. So to recap, the BRICS are
buying gold at feverish pitch that should speak volumes to you, to do the same.
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4- Supply- The amount of Gold and Silver that is left on this world is finite. With those in the know buying it up
leaving very little inventory left for others. I cannot emphasize enough how important it is to be in precious
metals. Folks I am going to make it real clear for you. IF you dont have it in your hands and be able to touch it,
you don't own it. Please exit the ETF markets (Paper Gold and Silver) while there is still time, please get out of
paper. It is all over-- there is nothing left now-- except the theater of monetary madness and their lying
charades.
V
Copyright Steve Quayle. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. YOU MAY REPRODUCE PROVIDED YOU LINK TO MY
WEBSITE STEVEQUAYLE.COM. THIS IS TO PROTECT THE INTEGRITY OF THE INFORMATION AND
KEEP IT IN ITS ORIGINAL FORM.
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There Will Be Blood / Update From V

July 26, 2012
The financial markets are currently in a whirlwind, with the recent LIBOR scandal, the continued stimulus and
bailouts, the Euro collapse, the central banks and the TBTF (Too Big To Fails) are now left with the final
solution. The Fed will do a "officially" begin QE3, the fancy way of saying that they will begin to print money in
order to "stimulate" the economy. The only thing that the Fed will stimulate will be more profits for wall street fat
cats and continued nose dive of the US economy, the last domino that is needed to fall, in order to fulfill the
globalist satanic dreams. Now with QE3, rockets have been added to the nose dive, we are approaching
terminal velocity of a hard and nasty crash.
Since the tremor of 2008 and I do mean tremor not "CRASH", which is what we ARE headed to. The Fed has
been stuck on near 0% and now 0% interest. This does nothing to help the average American, in fact it does
more to impoverish him. This is simply another means to enrich my old cohorts, the Banksters. Now follow
closely to what I am about to say. The Fed CAN NOT move off 0% interest, they are perpetually stuck, in other
words this is the equivalent of a car engine being revved to redline until the motor is blown and the innards
have melted. Total Detonation. One of the pressing concerns that many have asked me through this web site
is if and when will a metals beatdown or massive price suppression be? I will now go out on a limb and show
you how. Follow very close to what I am about to say:
In the light of the economic mess, the details of which if I began to write would be too voluminous for this alert.
Metal suppression will begin shortly, some would say, "Gold just closed above $1600 and Silver $27, where is
the suppression?" Don't worry, it is coming. You see in order for QE to work YOU NEED METALS
SUPPRESSION!!! QE can not work without suppressing the metals market, it goes hand in hand. Rising
metals prices are detrimental to QE and the long term goals of the Fed and JPM.
In the coming weeks look for a temporary RISE before the manipulation kicks into overdrive and the FALL of
gold and silver prices right after. I am still calling for gold in the $1400-$1500 range and Silver dipping to $24$25. After which anything can happen. I am a economics professional, my forecasts can change depending on
global events thus if a war is set into motion within the next few months, all bets are off.
Now that being said. see these continued warnings, Why have some you done nothing? I have told you to
empty your accounts and keep what is necessary for day to day expenses, you should continue to buy gold
and silver irrespective of price for this is your only store of wealth. Please do not delay the time is short.
V
Copyright Steve Quayle. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. YOU MAY REPRODUCE PROVIDED YOU LINK TO MY
WEBSITE STEVEQUAYLE.COM. THIS IS TO PROTECT THE INTEGRITY OF THE INFORMATION AND
KEEP IT IN ITS ORIGINAL FORM.
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Endgame Activated - Warning from V
August 13, 2012
I will layout something that no else is talking about but is a big issue. That issue is the fact the Russians are
irate over the Euro crisis. For you see they have had billions invested within financial institutions and
instruments in the Eurozone. They are also one of Europes biggest natural gas supplier, so what do you get
when all of a sudden countries in the Eurozone can't pay their bill and the investments that you placed in Euro
banks and their instruments go bust? Simple you get angry, especially when NATO is at the same time putting
missile batteries at your doorstep to go along side with their dead beat attitude towards paying their bill. All
viewed as aggression by the Russians.
The Russians will cut the gas supplies, this will happen in the next few months. This has the potential to be
deemed as an act of war or aggression since Europeans are used to the idea of free handouts and or footing
the bill to a later date. Back in June I stated that the elites have declared the Euro a collapsed currency
(Unofficially of course). I will detail a bit further what are some of the signs of collapse, while the theater of
austerity and promises is played out to the masses. After a currency is deemed dead by those that have the
power, once they exit the pegs that are knocked from underneath the structure look like this:
Banks are all braced for collapse: This is happening in the Eurozone and the US as well. In fact US banks
have been ordered to brace for a "October-November event" This I detailed is the "OFFICIAL" collapse of the
Euro. In the US the plans were done back in 2009 not two years ago as some would surmise. This collapse
plan would allow JP Morgan and Goldman Sachs to acquire Bank of American and Citigroup. Thus Post
collapse there will only be two banking giants in the US, JPM and Goldman. Goldman Sachs will move to full
blown retail commercial banking. Yes you read that correctly, Goldman Sachs branches in your neighborhood
where you can open a checking account for the new digital currency that you will be carrying. Morgan Stanley
will be killed off.
Energy companies pulling out: Apart from the Russians and the mess they are in with the Euro, companies like
Royal Dutch Shell the Largest energy company in the world has pulled out all their assets from the Euro.
Exxon-Mobile and BP are soon to follow. This will accelerate the global crash even faster.
Bank Hacks: I have told many of you to get your funds out of the accounts here is another reason why. Apart
from the banking hacks that is occurring and no one is talking about, which by the way is affecting close to 200
banks worldwide. Gauss Virus that is supposedly affecting the middle east has from my sources confirmed a
"Stuxnet created for the banking system" has all the hallmarks of yet another Central Bank/Intelligence Agency
operation. Gauss is a beta test, a trail run. There is a more powerful version which will be unleashed right
before collapse to sweep all accounts. The name of this from what I am hearing is called project APPOLYON a
fitting name indeed. Will they change the name of this destroyer last minute? Maybe.
We are in the final phases of a massive upheaval, with the Olympics distraction over for the masses, look for
another distraction to fill the headlines, possible large scale regional war that has the potential to spin out of
control into a full scale Global World War. With the close of the Olympics, the state of economics world wide,
the elites have nothing else up their sleeves to distract the masses. War is the next made for TV movie. I just
hope that it's not as bad as I think it would be, usually it is worse.
V.
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Ominous warning from V
August 31, 2012
As western banking has fallen and the continued sinking of the Anglo American financial slave system is being
played out in what I call plebian theater with characters the likes of Soros and Rothschild begin to make public
declarations on the fall of a currency (Euro) that they have months ago moved out of. I thought it was prudent
for me to outlay the post collapse world that many of you will emerge in.
First and foremost cash is dead. The new means of exchange will be all digital. As I write this the framework
and outlays are already in place that will have all digital transfers/transactions occurring on the highest speed
data networks. This will be supported by the new smart chipped credit and debit cards as well as those
smartphones that many of you are fond of. The smartphone payment system will be called NFC (Near Field
Communication). These systems will conjugate into a thorough algorithmic predictable digital database that will
allow the banks, corporations and governments to have a clear understanding of who you are. In the monetary
world you are what you BUY us bankers can tell the very person and character you are by the very things you
purchase. This means it will not simply be your credit score that a bank will look at before giving you a loan.
How about a character score to see if your an enemy of the state? Or responsibility quotient to see if your a
frivolous spender? The smartcard/NFC system will coincide with internet ID that we are working on as well.
Meaning you will not be able to get online without identifying yourself, your web logons will be tracked and will
be looked at along side your purchases, all digitally controlled and maintained.
I fear that this system that is already birthing out before us will eventually evolve into some sort of implantable
chip. You see these are all moves for the sake of ubiquitous computing and what transhumists and futurists
call singularity. These two movements or fields of thought are funded and fueled by the eltes of banking. Your
freedoms will be conditional and your privacy non existent. Long ago you Americans and much of the western
populations have become the human collateral and as your economies are being killed off by design you will
emerge as the new serfs on the new plantation we call Earth.
There are no further warnings that I can give any of you that I have not said already. If you still have money on
paper your a fool of fools. If your still sitting around wondering the "if" and not preparing for the "WHEN" then
you are a bigger fool. What more signs can you seek? The accounts are be swept, metals are being
suppressed even at $1650 plus, war is in the air, your country is about to declare martial law, many of the
elites have left or have emergency relocation plans already activated. I myself am hunkered down. Prepare, if
you have read my alerts from the beginning you will see a clear progression of events that is playing out right
before your eyes. You would see the handwriting on the wall that Steve Quayle has been warning you about
for years. Now I too am warning YOU.
Ignore the main stream media, ignore the talking head pundits, do not listen to those who say all is well and the
markets will come back. We HAVE entered into the final phase before collapse the only sign to watch is the
final financial solution. The only thing you can do is prepare, watch and wait. I promise you it won't be long
now.
V.
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Critical Mass in the Financial Markets
Euro and the US Dollar in Orchestrated Collapse
V Alert
October 22, 2012
Steve I know that it has been awhile since I have posted any alerts in your site. This is because things are
getting critical mass in the financial markets. I want all of your audience to understand and think in the
understanding that all real trades have STOPPED. All the real money is moved out, the Euro has failed and
now begins the death and freefall of the dollar.
The main reason for the Euro failure is this: the Euro was created with the sole intent to become an instrument
of not only seizure of sovereignty but seizure of all assets and infrastructure. What do I mean by this? Simple,
there are untapped oil, natural gas, and mineral resources in Europe waiting to be exhumed by the multi
national corporations, funded by the banksters, and controlled by the elites. In order for this smash and grab to
be successful look for the following to occur:
The Euro power brokers will receive the power and authority that they will need in order to further clamp down
control on the people of Europe. This crisis is their doing and they will try to play sides off each other in order to
convince the population that this is their fault and the greedy who work in the nefarious private sector. This can
be stopped by the populace if they stand up but I will tell you the plan is to make them suffer so greatly that
they will beg the Eurocrats to rescue them. Once again the Eurocrats will step in as the saviors.
America: to say that it is over for the US is an understatement. I stated multiple times that the Anglo-American
branch will be pushing for a global war and I still hold firm to that view. Expect a massive down turn in the
economy from now till December as a dismal holiday season befalls the US. The cancer that is stagflation has
begun and it is running its course. Look for more big banks to go bust, sell off/dump divisions, downsize and
ultimately come to a parabolic collapse. The derivative market will go belly up soon, JPM's recent loss in that
market was the first sign that all is not well in Oz.
Capital controls are being implemented here in the US and will continue its shackling of people and their
money. I end all my posts with a warning to prepare. I will urge you now more than ever to do so.
V
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V’s Year End Review
December 17, 2012
To say that we are headed to the most troubled time in human history would be the biggest understatement in
history. Over the course of few short months i have warned many of you through this site and we are here at
this point. I will now allay what and where we are headed in the market and the world in general.
I have said some time ago that this would be the most dismal hoilday spending season and to date it is. Folks
we are in a depression, the sooner many of you understand that the sooner many of you can stop playing
these silly games with your selves. Games like: "should I take my money out of bank?" To "what is the metals
market doing? And should I buy or sell? " My friends I will leave you with this forecast and warning for the close
of this year. The final quater numbers will be terrible. Companies will continue to shed their labor force and the
full on solvency crisses will be brought to light by the soon collapse of the derivative market. The American
people though would be too broke and too busy trying to earn a living
That this light of information would not even register. The coming onslaught of banker healthcare aka
obamacare and the taxes that are included with it will be final siphoning sound the American middle class and
small business owners will hear.
My final peice of advice is this: to the sceptic and ill prepared best of luck to you for your destruction will come
upon you quickly as your heads have been in the sand too long. To those that are awake: get your money out
of the banks, keep only what is needed to pay bills. Buy gold and silver and sell it not. Most of all stop watching
the market numbers. ..we in the know have stopped looking at market indicators for we know there is no fix
only a parabolic collapse. So please stop watching what the market Is doing get out of your funds and be
prepared. I have said many times that the market is screaming for war and that is where we are heading. I will
provide more info soon on a later date till then God speed
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The V Files: Japan
V’s 1st radio appearance on the Hagmann & Hagmann Report, January 11, 2013

Hour 1 (9-10pm)
Financial insider’s emails
Commodity trader, metals trader, worked for largest bank, head of trading desk,
Time to warn the people
Cataclysmic
Why he had to cancel last Sunday night
Steve Quayle gives me props!! (listen from 3:28 onwards)
Meeting last week; how it affects Japan
7 years ago March 10 prophesey; V had to go into a meeting which is why he had to cancel his radio appearance
last Sunday 1/6/13
After WWII Japan copied Western banking; incredible growth then it had the ‘lost decade’; massive financial
problems; deflate & devalue currency to make exports better; problems with currency devaluation; printed more
money; Fukushima accident made a bad situation even worse
2008: Japan was heavily leveraged with Euro bonds and U.S. dollars (2nd highest buyer); 2011 Fukushima
accident: insurance companies had no funds to cover claims; “QE infinity” for decades as well; put a squeeze on
economy; they have to float more bonds; they are the bond buyer (monetize their own debt); Euro is
decoupling; dealth knell has started; investment banks have written off Japan (they’re gone economically);
radiation levels; they will leave Japan to die; economy is overheated; borrowed money from their own citizens
in the 1990s;
All Keynesian models end with war, conflict and/or an economic collapse (depression)
China is Japan’s biggest trading partner
Pure insanity on Japan’s part; Japan is like England, the England of Asia (economically)
Fractional reserve banking; England lends out money 100x; recipe for disaster
Multinational banks: princes of fiat;
Japan – most fragile economy in Asia; most export-driven; food & resources are imported; economists say
Japan doesn’t fit the emerging global economic model (Keysian); they will let Japan collapse and will reset it
afterward; they were the 2nd largest buyer of U.S. debt (treasuries)
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Chinese is getting out of U.S. dollars and more into metals
Less and less buyers around for U.S. debt;
Political volatility in Japan
V was called into a late-night meeting last Sun: they’re done with Japan
Dreams & Visions: Brother Bob prophesy from March 10th or 12th, 2006 or 2007 (?); financial collapse; Stock
market imploding and exploding at the same time
Japan is the domino
Cognitive dissonance; mental disconnect
Derivatives: ticking time bombs; fuse will be high-frequency trading; sudden calamity à panic
3-legged stool for U.S. treasuries: Chinese (holding), Japanese (holding), Federal Reserve (printing to infinity),
2 legs will get out, last leg is cracked beyond recognition
Japanese coming to a halt; higher than a U.S. collapse
Japan overleveraged with U.S. + Euro treasuries; they’ll be the first to pop (go) in 2013
Ancillary support systems must be taken down first; since Brettonwoods they had to create ancillary systems to
support the rise of the U.S. dollar (e.g. the Japanese Yen; guarantees that oil would be traded in dollars, etc.)
Overheating in Chinese markets; turmoil in Asian markets; all ancillary support systems for the U.S. dollar;
before the main system dies (dollar) the support systems will die
In an hour their wealth will be worth nothing
One of the nation’s silver providers is out until 2/15/13
J.P. Morgan’s SLV market is heavily manipulated; whatever the price of gold & silver don’t look at spot price,
just keep buying it
silver is more precious, globally we’re running low (it’s used for industrial purposes
5 – 6 banks involved with silver manipulation (keeping it low)
Causes silver to be dumped & major selloff of futures contracts
700M oz. of silver being reinvested in derivatives
The Coming Economic Reset: before it happens: wild fluctuations w/gold & silver to strike fear, uncertainty,
confusion; afterwards: $500-$600/oz. silver & $4000-$6000/oz. gold
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Total market availability is rare for both gold & silver ($23 – $45/oz.)
24,000 oz. = 1 metric ton
What is value? Price vs. cost
Americans have a 30 sec memory; understand price but not so much cost/value of investment
Fiat system -> price mentality; no real value; have to go to something tangible
Farmland, things of value, hold on to commodities
Currencies have no value
90M Americans are receiving some handouts
100M underemployed or permanently out of workforce
50% of country is darn near effective
People are not thinking ahead
Shadow banking system in China
Technology à China; J20 Stealth Fighter in 2011; they have energy weapons; China allowed foreign investors to
come into their country; they will float their currency; artificially suppressing their currency; in order to prevent
the overheating; their fiat currency will be backed up with commodities
Capitalism is the best economic model ever
China holds all the chips: gold, silver, strategic metals; they’re hording; India is not far behind
Hour 2 (10-11pm)
When an economy spirals out of control
- austerity: cutting of goods & services à firesale on infrastructure & assets
-

massive unemployment Spain is more like 30%

-

capital controls (1,500 Euro withdrawal limits)

-

people going hungry; dumpster diving

What have the rich been doing? Not holding fiat (currency); they’re all out of paper; they’re promoting the
paper so you can chase the paper
Farmable land, precious metals, strategic metals, rare earth metals, oil, food staples, firearms, medical supplies
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It’s hard to call exact timelines; what are the major players (big investors, multinational banks) doing? No one’s
looking at the Japanese markets; it can happen between now and April
BATS trading: they couldn’t clear massive amounts of trades; 3rd largest trading house; they can’t even offer a
NBBO; $100s of billions in disarray due to high-frequency trading; there is no volume in the market
IR swaps, high-frequency trades
Goldman Sachs
Scaffolding that’s holding it all together: economics, finance
Steer economic policy; software to steer an equity trade in milliseconds; no trust or honor
Pensions are going to be raided
All (war, economic collapse, etc.) of this comes down to what your and my definition of money; how you
define money
Money is being manipulated through fraud and coersion; ends up in war or collapse
Vulture capitalists (Goldman)
Practical economic advice and what to look for? What Jesus said
Lots of signs: “QE infinity” (9/2012); signs are all around you, yelling and screaming at you
Shadowstats.com (John Williams)
Invest in precious metals; money in bank for day-to-day expenses
We may only have 1 – 2 more years; now is the time for you to store up wealth; try to pay off your mortgage; if
you think you own your home in this country you’re a fool (don’t pay your property taxes and see what happens
to you); do you have a place where you can be with like-minded people?
Buy land and make sure you own it (e.g. through non-profits)
[sounds like he’s living in the U.S.]
The key is preparation
Dollar gets devalued you can pay off your mortgage with gold & silver
Hyperinflation is the best scenario to pay off your debts IF you have hard asset currency
Dare to prepare; be prepared
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What’s a collapse in the U.S. is going to look like? Martial law in most parts in the country; bread/food/soup
lines; we’ll come out of it in a couple of years
Keynesian model; we haven’t had capitalism in the U.S. in last 50 years; similar to Russian collapse of the
Ruble
We’re already in a depression; we haven’t hit rock-bottom yet; politicians kicking the can down the road
They know a civil war is coming
Clif High (web bot; halfpasthuman.com) and Steve Quayle don’t get along…
Cost and availability of food
The Swiss just bought Alpine Air foods; Steve thinks they’ll also buy more long-term storage food companies;
food market is so inelastic; it doesn’t do you any good to leave non-performing assets and not have food; food
should be first
Disconnect between the farm and the field in the grocery store
Mountain House (? or Dry Harvest) has 95% GMO-free foods
People have got to learn to barter and trade
What is the value of food to you? Food = life; lack of food = death
Understand the basics of how things work
Book recommendation: Murry ? the History of Money and Banking in the United States; Socialism by Ludwig
von ?
There’s a profit motive
Holding on to a non-performing asset vs.
Visualize everything that they own (currency, commodity, equity)
Buy, sell, trade or render service
Investment should be that which performs
RFID chips
Things are going to be digital
Basket of currency with special drawing rights
High-frequency trading over the past 5 – 10 years; software exists to track every deposit worldwide; not a single
transaction that can’t be traced digitally
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All American funds will be raided and blamed on a 3rd party belligerent
Capital controls
All Keynesian models end in war or collapse
Multinationals: purposeful designed bad investments
Financial NVAA: multinational bank can pilfer local bank (that’s what happened with MF Global, Gerald
Celente)
Vin/Van is his name??? ~ 11:01pm
Glass Seagal (?) law reinstated? All of this comes to an end
V departs after 2 hours
Hour 3:
(not listened to because V had left the show at this point)
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V -- Background Alert -- Currency Wars Lead To Shooting Wars -Hack Attacks On Banks Now
Attn: All SteveQuayle.com readers this is an excerpt I published back in 2009. This was insider information
then and it was circulated through various financial houses in NY. Please read this excerpt to understand the
currency war and why treasuries are rallying for no reason. We are in serious trouble. - V

January 15, 2013
"Now follow closely to what I am about to say. We have never recovered from the September 2008 crash. All
this talk about a “double dip” is a moot point as we never clawed our way from the first dip. The economy is as
it has been for the last two years; heading down, no matter what all the talking heads on radio and TV say. For
you see in trying to perform the same techniques which were applied with the crash of 1929 and 1933; the Fed
has exhausted its cache of stimulus tools. They have done nothing and they have nothing left. After pumping
trillions into stimulus plans, and trillions to improve balance sheets of the “Too Big to Fail” banks they have
accomplished one thing; they have UNDERMINED TREASURIES!!!
Treasuries are the very threads that is holding this economy together and now these policies have
metamorphosed them into the NEW AND IMPROVED TOXIC ASSET!!! Every world economy knows that they
are overvalued, they know that their yields are mediocre and still no one in the main stream talking head shows
ever rails against or even exposes them. The whole world cart blanche walks on eggshells around treasuries
as if it were a Financial Nuke with a trip wire trigger and a timer. A bomb if you will....which IT IS.
History shows us a pattern when and how this financial Hiroshima goes off. It begins like this:
There will be a slight and sudden rise in a price of a necessary commodity like Oil
This will send tremors through the treasury yields, Treasury Mangers will sell off their allocations and go into
the commodity (e.g. Oil) in order to grab a profit. I guarantee that they will sell treasuries as it's the primary
asset that many of them can sell.
This will trigger the Fed to step in and buy the dumped Treasuries as they are trying to stave off deflation by
keeping low yields and cheaply funded. (Quantative Easing) The Fed knows that the Bond Market senses a
“Treasury Bubble” and once again they turn on the printing press to buy every treasury in sight to calm the
markets and create asset price stability
The Zombie “Too Big to Fail” Banksters smell blood in the water and begin to dump their obscene amount of
treasury notes. You see these living dead institutions were never nationalized but got the best parts of
nationalization; total liquidity (stimulus money) and easing of accounting and regulatory rules. The flip side was
the Fed required that they purchase US treasuries. You see buying up of the treasuries allowed their balance
sheets to look well funded and monetized, all the while hiding the toxic assets that were being siphoned off
their books by the Fed since 2008.
The Panic sets in...Asset managers are not stupid they know the US is in much worse shape than Greece.
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They know that there is a “Treasury Bubble”. So when these mangers see the mass buying of treasuries by the
Fed, and the mass dumping by the Zombie Banks, it will be their signal to get out of Dodge!!!
The Zombie To Big To Fails and Asset Managers that have dumped their toxic treasuries will look for a place
to park their new found cash. Now where might you think they can put all that new cash into? COMMODITIES.
Commodities of all types will shoot to the moon. From precious and industrial metals, Oil, food staples will all
skyrocket in price, catching the American public with their pants down. Commodities will be the only safe
haven to go to and this is when the American public will get it's first taste of hyperinflation and it will taste like
gasoline when the price of oil surges passed $150 a barrel in one week equating to $10 a gallon gas!!!
Commodities SOARS and DOLLAR COLLAPSE ensues. The sell off of assets in purchase of commodities will
be ballistic. People will unload homes, cars, personal belongings all once thought important for real assets like
Gold, Silver, Food, Weapons, and Oil. In hyperinflation your $400,000 house will be worth $60,000 or 70
pieces of silver, for your house will not be able to help you buy things you need, while a commodity like gold
and silver can.
Most of all the government can't stop it.
II. Currency Wars
Another front is brewing in this mass pandemonium that is hurling toward us in thunderous fashion. That is the
currency war that is beginning to heat up. You see during the 90's America went through it's dot com boom
primarily off the money that it borrowed from the Chinese and other foreign investors. So when the dot coms
became the dot bombs, and when that bubble Burst the banksters at wall street and the financial mafia running
the Fed needed fresh meat. After all the Chinese will be not so willing to throw their money into another tech
stock venture with the US. at that time Alan Greenspan cut interest rates down to an unheard of 1% and eased
bank lending. Thus in turn creating the housing bubble that was one sub-prime needle away from being
popped. Now while all this was transpiring many political hacks and think tanks in the"District of Criminals"
were beginning to complain that the Chinese were not allowing their currency the Yuan to float,that the
Chicoms were artificially keeping it's value low. In turn creating a very large trade surplus for them, and a large
trade deficit for us.
If you have been following the news lately, you would have been hearing the vast levels of complaining within
the Anglo-American financial houses, the vast monetary disparity with the Chinese Yuan and even the Euro. In
fact it is my opinion that this past summers Euro collapse was a orchestrated act of financial warfare
perpetrated by the British and American banking interests. That I will leave for another time. It is comedic that
many in positions of power feel that it is the Chinese that is to blame for the economic dearth that we are
facing. Now the madmen are sensing that the Wall street Casino may be closing, and in a last ditch play to
make profits, and grab power.The overlords at the Fed and the Banksters on Wallstreet are in a race to the
bottom. Devaluing the dollar as some sick way of kick starting the make believe economy. Hoping that a
devalued dollar will make us more competitive in trade.
One thing that I will tell you is that in a currency war no one Is a winner. Von Mises the famous Austrian
economist that invented the Austrian school of economics said it best when he said that the way to destroy
your middle class is to devalue your currency.
Back prior to 1913 and the creation of the creature that we now know as the Federal Reserve, a country's
currency was essentially it's stock. A nation that produced, and sold it's good and wares had a very strong
currency affording it's citizens a very good quality of life. Gold was the anchor that tied the majority of nations
currencies back then, preventing the creation of economic bubbles, guaranteeing the stability of sound
economic policies and power of wealth in the hands if the citizen.
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Today money printed out of thin air and backed up by nothing is the order of the day. As we traverse into the
current state of affairs, history has once again proven that fiat (by edict) currencies and central banks are
failures. By engaging the Chinese, Japanese and Europeans in a currency war, a race to the bottom will do
nothing but destroy us and what is left of our middle class. By trying to hit cheap Chinese goods with a tariff will
incense the Chinese even more. This is not something that you want to do, especially since they are still the
largest holders of your debt."
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Update On Markets From V -- Fools Rally -- Market Collapse

January 24, 2013
On January 11th on the Hagmann and Hagmann show with Steve Quayle and myself as guests I broke down
the plans that would emerge in the next coming weeks and months beating all market headlines by weeks yet
again. Today I want to bring to remembrance something I have highlighted months ago in one of my alerts, that
as the endgame is being played out you will see the market soar, the dollar rise, metals suppressed, the VIX
the lowest its been prior to collapse. In other words I said that everything will be done to make the US look like
the safest market to every non insider in the world. Am I wrong? Look at the DJIA at an all time high with the
volatility index (VIX) at an all time low. In other words the mindless orgasmic party has begun on wall street,
the revelers are euphoric as a bunch of teenagers on a drug binge. This is the fools rally that I had feared and
history will repeat itself. I will update soon. The collapse will begin...V
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V's ALERT JUST IN 10:00 PM
All Over Asia Gold And Silver Is Being Bought Up At A Ravenous Rate

January 27, 2013
Steve, here is the latest rundown from the asian markets. The markets are responding very positively to the
moves that the japanese have done. Everyone now understands that it is a race to the bottom. All over asia
gold and silver is being bought up at a ravenous rate. India in spite of raising tariffs on gold imports have not in
any reality stopped or slowed down their gold purchases one bit. Indonesia is going long on gold as they face a
currency crises of their own and must devalue. Singapore and Vietnam is purchasing gold and silver at a rate
that is staggering as well. The asian tigers all understand that it is now an official currency war and what japan
has done has caused a regional conflagration that will cause further buying of gold, silver and other precious
metals. India is facing a curreny crisis and is debasing now as well.
Steve when the smoke settles the BRICS will be left holding the cards particularly the Chinese. Japan has
caused massive regional instability that will lead from a trade war to a all out shooting war. Look for platinum,
palladium and rhodium to go strong very soon as gold and silver is begining to dry up in asia. Gold and Silver
markets closed on a down note on Friday, look for further supression as again supply and demand is
overlooked and unaccounted for. Asian economies are looking at what the Fed and US markets will do, the
signal that they will get is the confirmation of dollar devaluation a currency kill has started, the dollar is set to
die and the first shot was fired by Japan. A financial pearl harbor but this time it was the US central bankers
that forced the hand, that in all reality made the first move. This week will be interesting.
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V'S ALERT: The World Economies Have Officially Gone Dumpster Diving. A Currency
Race To The Bottom Where Everyone Loses And The Banksters Win.

February 13, 2013
Wow what an opening to a new year. Anyone one who has been following my posts on this site knows I have
been calling for a currency war for some time now. You would also know that on my Jan 11th interview on the
Hagmann and Hagmann radio show I detailed the coming chaos in Japan, its economic implosion and the
push to go to war with China. Also detailed was the Feds backroom deals with the eurobanks. So where do we
stand today? Well The funny thing in all of this and what I want you to follow in the next few weeks is this:
1. Japanese economic/monetary. Meltdown.
2. Eurozone will choke Germany. With the desire to better buttress the EUR/USD ratio while the world deflates
the clueless eurocrats will inflate the Euro killing the the exports and the economy of the only country left
standing in that socialist cessation pit; Germany. Look for a duetch mark resurgence movement to spring up
faster than a
Polka dancer at an Octoberfest. This time though it will be Germany's industrialists that will be screaming
bloody murder.
3. The time is coming with the advent of currency war...metals will go Apollo 11 because Washington we have
a problem: faith in US t-bills will be deteriorate faster than ever as the illusion of paper safe havens will become
nightmares, the herd mentality will kick in and you will see a mass migration to metals.
4. Get it while it is hot. Silver is still the best buy and platinum and palladium are the come back kids of 2013.
As war kicks off look for these two cousins to stay strong.
5. Bank hacks: I can not emphasize how serious this is getting the time to get your majority deposits out of
banks is now. The recent hacks and "site down for maintenance" is the betatest soon it will be the real thing
and by then it will be too late.
Keep an eye on these things in the next few weeks...and relisten to that hagmann broadcast with me and
Steve Quayle it is as headlining today as it was back on Jan 11.
V
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V's ALERT – MADNESS HAS GRIPPED THE GLOBE –
Economic implosion that will rearrange the grand chess board of fiat currency

February 28, 2013
As maddness seems to have gripped the globe it seems that the end of this lunancy will be an economic
implosion that will rearrange the grand chess board of fiat currency. This coming day of reckoning will shatter
the dreams of central bankers and crush the aspirations of politicians who hide their avarice in cloaked altruism
and ignoramus ideas.
As the fed has been purchasing MBS (mortgage backed securities) and pumping away withe QE infinity they
have once again created a problem that they themselves can never fix. If one were to look at the money supply
in this nation one can see that deposit rates are far out striping loan rates. Lets put this into perspective, joe
sixpack on the street is broke, main street america continues to be decimated and yet bank deposit rates are at
an all time high. So what does it mean? When the crime lords at the fed decided to buy MBS the deal was to
purchase the accounts from primary buyers and leave the a cash deposit at their account with the fed itself to
which the primary buyers have access to.
The primary buyer would simply take the cash and deposit it at one of their member banks and viola instant
billion dollar deposit. The problem is that the economy is so broken, unsure and unstable that member banks
can't loan out those deposits as the risk for business ventures is at an all time high. Corporations are unsure
and weary of the volatile market that future growth and investments have all been put on hold. So what does it
all mean? Ill put it to you this way. Picture if you will a massive boat that has a very shallow bottom and is
incredibly top heavy. This ocean liner will be called SS US Economy, a once lavish ship designed for and
retrofitted for good times and pleasure. The very top floors of it's decks contained all manner of entertainment
and gastronomic indulgences from shows to eatries, theaters and recreations. The only problem is that this
boat was designed only for fair weather and to make matters worse, the crew have gone on a drug binge and
destroyed all the radar and navigational equipment. On top of that good news this very top heavy ship is
heading straight into the mother of all typhoons. This folks is what the US economy is. What once was a battle
ship tempered by conflict and fueled by rugged individualism has now been refitted to a pleasure liner with a
very shallow bottome and a very heavy top.
The fed has made the economy top heavy on top of all the other problems these madmen have created in the
market place. This extreme supply of deposits will be more gasoline to the soon coming hyperinflation and
currency bust. Folks this ship is starting to keel it is time to head to the life perservers of precious metals.
V.
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The Last Samurai-Japan Initiates Hari Kari-Financial Dis-Embowelment

March 12, 2013
What I warned about back in January has now come full circle. The Japanese have decided to perform Hara
Kiri on themselves and disembowel their economy on a global stage. What can only be decribed as willfull
suicide the BOJ has decided to begin buying derivatives. The most volatile financial weapon of mass
destruction will be purchased by the Japanese, the question is why?
You see friends what I have said before is that Japan has been set up as an ancillary support system for the
dollar dominated world market. As the US economy continues its death spiral Japan has been ordered to jump
on the grenade and keep the dollar charade going for just a little bit longer. The poor Japanese people have
been sold out by their leaders and the only nation that could have helped them, they have alienated, China.
Japan will be buying US derivative debt, there by releasing some of the preasure build up in the derivative
market helping the TBTF banks (Too Big To Fail) in the US,as well as devaluing the currency by taking it to
nose dive hyper speed.
This will not set well with the Chinese as they will have to devalue as well but the difference being the Chinese
have prepared for this ten years ago. Japan is finished, energy and food prices are through the roof they are
moving from the lost decades to being the lost civilization. I implore the Japanese people to stand up and put
an end to this maddness. Your leaders are all double agents of globalist banking interests they have sold you
all down the river. They are now trying to genocide you by pushing you to a war with China that you cannot
win. They have poisoned you with Fukashima and they are impoverishing you with their ecomomic schemes.
Please stand up and take your nation back while you still have a chance.
For everyone in the US please ignore the spot prices of Gold and silver as the physical is harder and harder to
come by. Keep buying you will need something to bribe, barter, and buy with in the days that are ahead. As I
told some of you months ago the DOW is going to go hyperbolic, up 14-16000 points before the final massive
crash. Be prepared.
V
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V's Comments On Cyprus Burning And What Lies Ahead
March 17, 2013
Steve, I thought the Greek situation was heartbreaking when a nation, one of the forerunners of democracy
and individual freedom has been ramshackled by the vampiric borg named the EU. I thought the strip mining
program of Ireland's economy was bad, when the Celtic Tiger was relegated to a Gaelic kitten. The crisis in
Spain and Italy was something that I was watching intently looking for the very playbook of austerity, the
strategy of impoverishing nations and subjugating individuals laid bare to those with eyes to see,
Cyprus is a tiny nation one with a tiny economy, in other words the perfect environment to run a beta-test on
what a GLOBAL AUSTERITY would look. The perfect economic laboratory. What is purposed in Cyprus was
for many years a program that was discussed by central banks, the IMF, and the world bank. This program
undertakes the procedures and methods to bring down large globally traded, high GDP based currencies. In
other words, Cyprus is simply not just the canary in the Coal mine it is the Coal mine. It is the very picture with
all rudiments and structures of a self contained economic petri dish that has been setup to study the
contagions of the Euro. What they could not do in Iceland they are doing in Cyprus.
To clarify this I will put it to you this way: Cyprus for all intents and purposes is a self contained economy, an
island separate from main land Europe thus making it perfect to implement harsh capital controls like the
proposed levies on bank accounts. The people of Cyprus can not escape as there is no adjacent border close
to it. Except Turkey which is 47 miles away and a source of contention amongst the Cypriot Grecian majority.
As I said the perfect petri dish.
The proposed bank levies of 6.75 per cent and 9.99 per cent on account below and above $100,000. The real
numbers would be over 10 per cent for below $100K and 20 per cent above $100K. This is crushing to savers,
punishing investors and destroying what is left of the Cypriot economy. This will cause a run on the Cypriot
banks as people pull out. The rich of the island will flee not to the Euro but to the dollar raising the DOW and
US T bills. Cyprus is an appendectomy of the sick man called Europe.
So what does this have to do with the American and the price of a Big Mac in St.Louis? Simple. The American
national debt sits at (not counting entitlements or financial market losses) at $16 trillion. Guess what is the
amount of money that Americans have sitting in their banks? That's right $16 trillion. Mark my words they will
do a play on your funds while selling you the bill that it is your responsibility to pay the piper.
Look for this in the coming weeks and months. The bank run in Cyprus will send panic across the Eurozone's
southern economies. Causing the populace the pre-emption to remove their funds before the Banksters come
knocking. The Cyprus situation will cause further angst and hatred to the German architects of this plan. There
will be a move by the Cypriots to exit the Euro and go back to the Cypriot Pound, which in my opinion will be
the best solution for them.
The further turmoil in the Eurozone will cause a major flight to the USD. The DOW will sky rocket past the
15,000 barrier and onto to 16,000. All this of course will be the temporary ruse as Japan implodes. The only
way to survive and exit permantly the games and the nexus of the Banksters is to buy precious metals. Do it
NOW another sign has been passed on the road to collapse.
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The V Files: Guerrilla Finances
V’s 2nd radio appearance on the Hagmann & Hagmann Report, March 22, 2013

Hour 2 (note V came on during the 2nd and 3rd hours of the 3-hour show (not hour 1))
Show title: Guerrilla Finances
V: What happens in Cypress doesn’t stay in Cypress…
Cypress is a Petri dish through which the contagion of the Euro will fester
Cypress is the canary in the coalmine; will expand to the U.S.
Western banking world theme: US dollar is the reserve currency
Flight to the dollar and US treasuries
So many corrections in the bond market; worldwide ravaging of wealth
Massive crash within the market
Every play is the keep the dollar going, the last safe haven, everyone is flocking to it
End game? Global currency; have to get all people on the same boat, push it out to sea & then sink it
Chinese & Russians being suckered into buying US real estate; it’s a game
Temporary flight to the dollar; temporary save haven (“life jacket”); so full of holes that it’ll sink everyone
S: Cypress has natural gas
Russians got tipped-off before Cypress banking crisis
Massive printing of US dollars; monetizing all of the debt
Derivatives market worldwide ~ $1.5Q; toxicity of derivatives market
Euro is dead (be design)
V: Russia is Europe’s biggest natural gas provider; Europe hasn’t paid their gas bill
Cypress banking debacle
Russians oligarchs pulled their money out of Cypress
Cypress people want out of the Euro;
rush to the exit doorEurozone can’t let members leave
Cypress is being made an example; they have to pay back their loans; pay down their debts
Capital controls have been placed into law
Russians are not going to sit idle by (60T cu. ft. of natural gas in estimated reserves in Cypress)
Eurozone contagion: considerably overleveraged with American subprime mortgages, derivative, CDOs, CDSs,
etc.; ton of debt held by European banks
V’s old employer is the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS);
Derivatives are “too big to talk about”; $1.5Q in derivative debt; will scare people into waking up
This Cypress thing is very serious; we are in a brand-new ‘Cold War’; fight over banking control in Europe;
“testing of the fences”; beta testing; military maneuvers;
S. Korean cyber attack
American online banking down; banking networks are suffering the world over; this is all a set-up before the
big pop happens; massive hack will wipe out a lot of accounts; massive capital controls in Cypress, Greece,
Spain, Italy
Word on the street is the bank levy tax in Cypress will spread to the US (it will be 30%); Are you prepared for
that?; 30% levy on deposit accounts in the US; there will be a warning (for those who are awake)
Scenario:
Sunday night/Monday morning: collapse in Japan; massive economic contraction the likes of which no one has
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ever seen; will ripple across Europe; economic market will go up in flames; massiveAsian continent sell-offs;
aggregate asset prices will go through the roof (e.g. oil will skyrocket)
Mon 9:30am: massive pre-market sell-off; panic; massive sell-off; Europe & UK are the last support systems
Mon 12pm: Dow will drop 5,000 points; failsafe will trigger before noontime; markets will shut down and not
open;
Tue: all banking will come to a stop; country falls into crisis; monster (derivatives) will be pulled back from the
curtain; 30% banking levy will be imposed as the “solution”
Vast majority of Americans will be in favor of this “solution”
Never take your eye off Japan; what’s happening there is super critical; last 30 years transfer of wealth from
Western to Asian countries; manufacturing hubs; when Japan goes it’ll be elites way of siphoning wealth of
Asian countries; global strip-mining program
System is so intimidating to them; economics & financing are like a black op; people just don’t want to take
responsibility for their own financial future; people used to understand what real wealth was, difference
between money & currency; mental disconnect
Christians in America: baby form; disgusting joke; no responsibilities; enamored by programs; fail to teach
about enemy out there; we live in a world where Lucifer controls every aspect (banking, debtedness); willing to
go public schools (“you don’t lose your kids you give them away”); watch junk on TV; fathers aren’t leading
their families; Sunday Schools follow the same format as public schools (doesn’t create individuals but
slaves/workers); people don’t understand what currency vs. money is; like to write-off responsibility; Jesus will
rapture us out
How to prepare?
V would like to teach a course on “survival finances”
You should prepare now
Steve’s referred to his other banking insider’s recent email
(http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=325)
Craziest thing he hears is when people say that they have to get their money out of the bank; then what?
hyperinflationary world
This is financial survival; the way you escape/prepare; there is only 1 way: precious metals
Currency vs. money: paper vs. real wealth (precious metals); paper vs. money; precious metals (gold silver)
Take some of your money out of the bank and roll it into gold & silver; what happens when the precious metals
markets drop? Buy more; when it goes up? Buy more;
Don’t worry about your mortgage: in a hyperinflationary world it’ll be easier to pay off
Resurgence in gold & silver as legal tender; credit-card-sized gold & silver for purchases;
Reality is it’s happening at an alarming rate
You have to learn how to escape the nexus; you don’t have to know about financial instruments; if it’s paper it’s
not worth the paper it’s printed on; only measure of tangible wealth is gold & silver; on the path to free yourself
of the system
We think short-term; we talk about storing wealth; guaranteed wealth for generations to come; the world’s elite
are always purchasing gold & silver; real wealth is in gold & silver (hard money); paper is what they created to
play around with, to kill each other, to defraud each other, to harm each other
Things in Europe will spill over to the US; you are part of that picture; your life will be affected
Hour 3:
Q: Real estate income rental because investing in precious metals does not provide cash flow
FL rental properties owned by a Turkish friend are now underwater (value less than mortgage on it); how do
you guarantee the monthly rental payment by your tenant in a hyperinflationary environment? Where do you
draw the line? Same market in 3, 6, 12 months?
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Real estate market will drop even further
If your holding
V respects Peter Schiff
Renter gets all the benefits without the risk (landlord has to take care of repairs & upkeep); most houses are
called a money pit
Real estate is only a good investment if there’s a bubble to back up that investment (everyone is making money
on the up & up)
How do you generate cash flow? With real estate when collapse occurs you’ll be left holding the bag; are you
prepared to exposure yourself that much; get a second job; sell something; what skills are you good at and
market it
S: Steve buys gold & silver from the mint & mines and sells them for a profit; he’s a dealer; he sells metals
from the market
What is China buying with their dollars? Gold & silver mines, physical commodities, strategic metal holdings,
farmland, water rights, gas & oil deposits, etc.
Credit-card-sized gold bars (50g) .9999 pure gold
Investing in nothing is still investing in something (e.g. in a bank at < 1%); negative interest rate for bank to
store your money! If you don’t get access to what you have (e.g. take physical possession of it) you don’t own it
It’s about survival; help other people; when someone’s broke they can not help anyone V: people make money
when the markets go up or down People sell their gold for dollars so they can buy more gold for dollars
Whatever is being sold is being bought up; any sales going on are getting the weak hands out of the game (e.g.
price dip) Very hard to get gold & silver; difficult for a lot of dealers; timely delivery promises are getting
difficult Temporary position to buy more gold & silver later All elites are holding gold & silver tight S: Form
8300 for cash sales > $10,000; FINCEN monitors every transaction; no required reporting requirements for gold
& silver purchases
Gold & silver for barter & bribe; jealousy & envy; don’t buy rental property; 9 out of 10 people have poor
credit; there are no credit-qualified tenants
‘When goods don’t cross borders, armies do’
V: most Christians hear the warnings but deny…V drops off ~ 2:28:00 for some unexpected reason ( not ‘on
air’)
S: fiscal cliff” is a NLP term; you’re being programmed to accept failure
Parable of the 10 Talents
Destruction of complete classes of people; nation is coming apart at the seams
V returns ~ 2:39:30
When will a new global currency be in place?
V: it could happen within months; once things collapse, Special Drawing Rights (SDR); concept is they’ll have
a basket of currencies that’ll be pegged to the supra currency, borrow based on your country’s GDP;
infrastructure is already in place; nomenclature (name) is not decided yet (for the digital currency); this will
happen in your lifetime (you’ll live to see it); 2 – 3 years max it’ll happen; can happen “any day now” (the
trigger event)
What about BitCoin? Digital currency; the ‘Linux’ currency of the modern world; it’s completely
technology/Internet-based; guess who controls the Internet? Building a financial system based on an
infrastructure they don’t control (how can you promise security/stability?); you’re better off buying gold &
silver bullion
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S: assimilation of you into the global mind; the system is working again you
V: online banking unavailability is not normal operating procedures; central banks intelligence networks are
working to take down the banking system; how much were really cyber-siphoned? Japan & Korea are the 2
largest car manufacturers of cars to the US; if it’s a “glitch” you’d be able to trace it / isolate it to a specific
network; when all of the networks are being attacked then that’s not normal; warning sign; “backdoor” people
(world intelligence agencies)
Prepare; he’s given us the roadmap; there’s nothing left to do; we’ve blown past the road signs
Final signs: Japanese collapse, failure of the Euro, collapse of the Asian markets, Middle East going up in
flames, spill-over to the US
We need to prepare; get your spiritual houses in order; this message is also for those living on a shoestring
budget; whatever you can scrounge and buy junk silver (pre-1964 US coins; 90% silver); put aside a way to
defend yourself; this message of financial freedom is for you whether your have $1M or $1 in the bank
God is with you; do not fear; do what you can to prepare and the Lord will do the rest
Do what you can to get precious metals while there’s still time; getting harder and harder to acquire
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V's Response To Abn Dutch Bank Move To Not Honor Physical Delivery Of Gold To
Their Clients

March 24, 2013
Steve this is dangerous as you remember the BATS Exchange (the 3rd largest exchange after NYSE and
CME) can not guaranty a Best Bid or Offer. So what does a toxic riddled bank like ABN going to offer when the
market simply cannot guaranty it? Getting physical is getting harder.
SQ NOTE-THIS SHOWS THAT NO GUARANTEES ARE IN PLACE WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THAT
WHICH YOU PHYSICALLY TAKE POSSESSION OF! IF YOU CAN TOUCH IT YOU OWN IT!
reference: Dutch ABN To Halt Physical Gold Delivery | Zero Hedge http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-

03-24/another-gold-shortage-abn-halt-physical-gold-delivery
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V's Cyber Attack Alert 3/29/2013 -You Are Not Facing A Financial Haircut But Financial
Decapitation!
March 29, 2013
Ten months ago a massive powerful bank hack hit over 206 banks worldwide simultaneously siphoning billions
from customer accounts. It went underreported and unnoticed by main stream media. Six months ago
NatWest/RBS online banking and ATM went offline. Millions had trouble accessing their funds. A few months
later online banking and ATMs from some of the biggest names in banking in the US started to receive DNS
error messages and were knocked offline completely or were limping along,causing millions a hassle and head
ache to get their funds. Two weeks ago Chase had an "issue" with their online banking computers as well as
their mainframe servers were hit by some "problems" that caused thousands of their customers bank accounts
to read $0.00 as their balance. Millions of others had issues accessing funds and ATM'S from the house of
Morgan. Last week the entire banking network of South Korea went down for hours, millions of customers were
not able to access their funds, use ATMs or even check their balance. This week the entire Internet teetered on
the brink of collapse as SpamHaus was hit by over 300 billion bits of information per second. That is what we
are led to believe and that this attack was led by a rival company Cyberbunker. Whether this story is true or
not, it does highlight the sensitivity of the internet. The overpowering pattern and factor here is that wherever
you look in the world there are issues with the internet, networks and servers and it all centers around banking.
For some time I have emphatically stated that there will be a bank hack or cyber attack as the global economy
is pushed to the brink of collapse. From top level sources I can confirm to you what you are seeing is an
emerging pattern of various beta-tests using Stuxnet like algorithms to affect the banking networks the world
over. I can tell you though that the primary target is the US. Look you can not have a bank hack a few months
ago that siphoned over $2 billion and hitting over 200 banks by some mere hacking group. In order pull
something off like this I stated in a prior alert that this is something that can only be done by an Intelligence
Agency working in close collusion with a Central Bank. After all you need to understand that various money
and wire networks through which currency flows. Who but a Central Bank can give you the access and the
backdoor for this to occur?
How can so many bank and ATM networks like NYCE, PULSE, PLUS, INTERAC, CIRRUS, BACNET, NOVUS
all be affected? This is truly something of a very sophisticated nature. Something that is very large in scope
and very ominous in action. Folks it is without a shadow of a doubt that these are all beta-tests. I have said it
before this will be a financial false flag. The frequency of banking network failures has gotten to be very acute
to the point that I am convinced that we are edging closer to the one major event that will set everything in
motion. The take down of the economy is close at hand and the major cyber attack will be on it's way. These
emerging patterns are a clear picture of an malevolent power play that will be done to bring the system
crashing to it's knees. Things have gotten to the point of 'Critical Mass'!. Maybe that is why some of the top
economist are right now panicking like never before. Get your cash out, keep what you need to pay the bills.
Otherwise what you will be getting is not a 40% haircut, It will be a financial decapitation.

Be Prepared; COPYRIGHT www.stevequayle.com -PERMISSION GRANTED TO REPRODUCE PROVIDED
LINKS TO MY ALERTS SECTION ARE INCLUDED AND V'S ALERT IS PRINTED IN IT'S ENTIRETY
V
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V's Alert - 'The End Of All Things' - It's Not 'Cash Flow' But 'Crash Flow' (Tm)

April 3, 2013
As I sat in my living room watching global events unfold I felt like a movie goer watching a film that he has seen
over and over again and knows the line, the plot and exactly how this ends. Better yet I felt like a passenger on
the proverbial Titanic already in the life boat waiting for the Iceberg while the rest of my fellow passengers look
at me with sheer curiosity and some with outright disdain. As I and a few of my cohorts scream with alarm
warning to prepare for the eminent demise of that which is deemed 'unsinkable". The passengers begin to
rearrange the deck chairs. Some frantically still trying to upgrade to first class. Others clamoring for a room
with a view on a liner doomed for destruction. Still others lined up for the meal service waiting to eat
unbeknownst to them their last meal. This my friends is how and many like me feel.
I warn them about the demise and collapse heading into our very lives and path. Yet many of you ask me if I
should buy a home? Some ask me what I should do with precious metals since it does not produce "cashflow"
. Some ask me about 401K, Roth IRAs, stocks, bonds, commodities, etc....All for "cashflow" What CASH!? If
you are in a paper position my friend you will not have "Cashflow" You will have "CRASH-FLOW" the direction
and movement of a collapsing currency as it hyper- inflates to oblivion leaving you beggared and destitute.
That is the term I coined ( Now watch some head at Forbes steal my line)'Crash Flow'.
Enough of the jests. Here is what I am seriously and I mean seriously concerned about.
1) The 38th Parallel Igniting on Fire.
For the last 60 years the Idiotic Dynasty of Morons called the Kims who have ruled North Korea have always
blustered and bluffed to get their way. In exchange for rhetoric and showmanship, we give him aid. In the likes
of much needed food for his brain washed starving masses who see these Ass-Clowns as gods.
This time though it is different. This time there is something crazy about this generation of Kim. I can not shake
the feeling that this is playing out to be a nightmare scenario. Here is what I mean and I hope you can see the
patterns. Now follow along:
a) Back in 2009 N.Korea detonated a "Super EMP device" one capable of blacking out the entire contiguous
48 states. The main stream media under-reported this and the "experts" written it off as no big deal.
b) North Korean long range missile capability is currently in reality "unknown" Even if they do not have this
capability it is still a moot point as I will show later. Thanks in part to exhibit "a"
c) Many real "experts" the ones that you wont find on the MSM channels firmly believe that these lunatics have
in fact miniaturized their warheads though they are far from MIRV capability.
d) Their increasing nuclear testing
e) The severing of the 1953 Armistice that ended the Korean War
f) The severing of the one "phone line" from Seoul to Pyongyang
g) Recommissioning of the Yongbyong Nuclear facility
h) Constant threats and state of readiness for war.
i) Chinese mobilizing aircraft, ships and troops on the border
j) America sending in B52, B1, B2 , F22, and Agis Missle Destroyers and Cruisers
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k) Satanic Hollywood making not 1 but 2 movies that showcase North Koreans as the enemies (Red Dawn and
Olympus Fallen)
What I fear is a scenario playing out like this. America is a super power hanging by a string. You are only as
strong as your economy and our economy my friends is very weak. Fragile to the point that the slightest
trauma, or the slightest "Black Swan" event could trigger the end of Pax-Americana not in decade or two but
overnight. We all know that the kings of the east along side with their allies have formed a counter balance to
the tyrant that America has become. They are called the BRICS. It was announced last week and I warned
about this. The BRICS nations(BRAZIL,RUSSIA ,INDIA,CHINA AND SOUTH AFRICA) have agreed to create
a BRICS bank to counter weight the IMF and World Bank. This effectively kills the dollar. They are setting up
an exchange that would allow the issuance of credit and loans with solid Gold being the reserve collateral.
They are doing this and building the framework and purchasing all the thousands of metric tons of 'GOLD'
using American T-Bills. This accomplishes two things. One it dumps their position on the toxic US dollar and
two, it allows them to buy as much precious metals as possible. The end game of this is that the BRICS
understand that the dollar is about to die as the world reserve currency. That is why today over 50% of the
biggest economies in the world have stopped using it, moved away from it or limited severely their reliance on
it. If you do not hear the death knell ringing then you are deaf as well as dumb.
Many have said that the Chinese and Russians are going to attack us at our weakest. Many envision and
invasion force. I believe that they do not have to do that at all. All they have to do is fight us by proxy via the
loose cannons of North Korea. All it would take is the right setting up or firing of a large scale EMP device
smuggled in or fired close to shore from a cargo ship. It was not that long ago that a Chinese sub fired a ICBM
off the coast of Los Angeles catching the Pacific Fleet with their pants down. Heck they can fire it from a fishing
boat. The point is "ANY" attack can bring the markets to a halt and the economy to a complete crash. Again
ANY attack or disruption.
The situation in the 38th Parallel also benefits the Chinese as dealing with the problem of the Japanese /
Senkaku island problem. An engaged or EMP struck America will not be able to come to the rescue of their
lackys Japan, or Taiwan for that matter. Japan is set to go belly up any way economically. The Abe reforms
have failed and the Yen to Dollar index is still way too high thanks to the currency wars and a devalued dollar.
It is sitting at 93 when it should be 83. Japan will try to start or get involved with any regional war in order to
distract it's populace. Except this excursion will cost them everything.
2) The Middle East.
Need I say more? With the Asad regime change and the failed European colonization program called modern
Israel (nothing to do historic/biblical Israel) crescendo into abject failures the West has to try more extreme
methods. Look for the biggest welfare state in the region (Israel) to get desperate and initiate a greater regional
war. This will back fire on them as their American ally will most probably have their hands full from licking their
wounds from a Sino-Russo beating as well as civil unrest due to a maniacal government and a collapsed
economy.
3) World:
Eurozone will be officially collapsed as the big money was out by end of June 2012.
The Major Bank hacks will occur
Bank Failures and glitches will become common place.
Civil unrest among any and all that have it's dealings with Western Banking systems or Models.
Total loss of all paper backed assets and wealth.
These are but a few scenarios that are headed our way. One is a very real potential (North Korea) The other is
a definite: Dollar death and total collapse of the US and western economies.
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May God help you all and please stop asking me about "buying a home".
"V" The Guerrilla Economist ; COPYRIGHT STEVE QUAYLE--MAY BE REPRODUCED IN IT's ENTIRETY
WITH LINK BACK TO www.stevequayle.com
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The V Files: The Last Hurrah: How to win the financial war being
waged against you
V’s 3rd radio appearance on the Hagmann & Hagmann Report, April 15, 2013

Hour 1 (9:00 – 10:00pm)
last Fri night (4-12-13) when he was watching the metals market: an alarming dump/dip; further dump when
Asian markets closed; Sun in U.S. gold now in $1400s, silver mid-$20s à shock & panic; Mon 4/15/13
Told Steve back in Sep 2012: he knew they were going to take down metals (gold to go to $1200 – $1400/oz;
silver $20 – $25/oz); at the time Bernake started “QE Infinity”; he’s mentioned metals suppression
Euro contagion get a lot worse; Cypress in the news; turmoil in France, Portugal, UK; they became the
headlines; they will create a flight to the dollar; Ponze scheme for the past 40 years is coming to a head;
everyone (not in the know) has tethered their boats to the dollar; major economies have untethered from the
dollar; U.S. dollar will collapse and implode; the BRICKS will have the ’least dirtiest shirt in the schoolyard’
Central banks dumping (selling) their gold because they have to pay their bonds; Ponzie scheme is up; $650M
short by Merrell Lynch did NOT trigger the metals suppression; Japan’s central bank dumping their gold
reserves trying to inflate their way out of their depression (they’re going into hyperinflation and trying to keep
their bonds going); others panic and then there’s a rush to the doors; major sell-off occurred in Asia
disconnect from the population (Wall St. & Main St.); suppression and market change to cause fear; wealth
moves from weak hands to strong arms; this is a yellow neon sign on the road of chaos; now they’re going for
broke; we’re living in desperate times
currency swaps (Euro to Yuan) are happening between Chinese and Australians, French, etc; the BRICKS are
setting up a rival bank to the IMF & World Bank; America is like the devil: when we go into a country there’re
always strings attached (we’ll have control of your resources); the Chinese build stuff in other countries (doing
things that are mutually beneficial); this tyrant has been running a shackling economic policy that’s sick and
dieing; other countries will decouple from the dollar; 6 – 9 months very critical; the dollar is done, it’s over; the
“death rattle of a dying jackal”; the U.S. economic system is coming to an end
suspects in the ‘death of the dollar crime scene’: Fed Reserve, Bank of England, ECB, Bank of Japan, Bank of
International Settlements along with major banks
over the last 70 – 100 years in the US (acute in the last 40 years) there’s a 5th column with a lot of power;
seated themselves in power steering a) foreign policy b) economics; funding enslavements of the US
population; you’re in a giant Ponzie scheme; not free market; you’re a hamster in a jail cell, a fish in an
aquarium; transferred wealth of the US into a war machine that has conquered and made it an engine of
globalization; corporatism; fools in charge of Western Banking think they’ll bring about global government
V is a Christian; only religion where he doesn’t have to throw his brain out the window; there are cultures that
are mistrusting; we have been sold out; they think along lines of power (no discrimination against nation or
creed); they’re drunk with power; we’re on a fast train to an abyss
Steve: This is the last hurrah; destruction of the middle class; you don’t have a love for the truth; he said 20
years ago there would be a decoupling… (copy from his Alert); metals dealers try to stay in a neutral position;
what happens when COMEX fails to deliver? End of metals market; metals go from refiners à distributors à
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dealers à general public; amazed at volumes of metals being sold and very little physical coming in; all
mainstream press is owned by the metals manipulators; true vs. digital wealth; only God can open people’s
minds and hearts; there will come a time ; manipulated fraud; stand firm and understand the fundamentals; SE
Asia/Chinese/India/etc. are buying all the gold they can get their hands on; people don’t want to take personal
responsibility or accountability; people will not sell their gold or silver for less than cost of production or
replacement; the pulpits are responsible; the economy drives your ability to exist financially; this is the reason
why the middle class was destroyed (control them to control lives)
Most globalist guys were the punks at school who got sand kicked in their faces; V has access to gold & silver a
little over spot; IGNORE THE SPOT PRICE (if it goes high, you buy; if it goes low, you buy); it’s a store of
wealth; gold are like life preservers; it will keep you going in the trouble ahead; the COMEX has raised margin
requirements by ~ 20% (to prevent fraud/crash); everybody freaked out and dumped their gold; impossible to
get back in the paper market; if you don’t hold it, you don’t own it; should you buy Bitcoin? imaginary
currency; things are accelerating so quickly; understand the difference between currency and money; you get
paid in currency (somebody else’s debt obligation; means of exchange; perceived value); gold & silver are
measures of wealth, means of exchange, money; fraudulent, fiat-based economy; you live in a nation that’s
basically a rigged casino but you wonder how you can make your investments and somehow get away scottfree, you think you’re somehow exempt from what’s happening around you; the system is flawed, demonic;
enslavement and entrapment system; you have to get at real, hard assets (aggrigable farmland, gold & silver,
firearms, medications, etc.), important for barter and trade; if you don’t listen to this there’s simply no hope for
you; if you don’t see this, you deserve what’s coming; because now it’s past the point of no-return
This is not the end of gold & silver, this is the end of fiat; this will be the greatest buying opportunity; this is
your last buying opportunity; the majority have a herd/sheep mentality will follow themselves to the
slaughterhouse; it’s never the majority that gets it; the minority always screams & shouts about an injustice; the
majority of Americans still don’t hold gold & silver;
Why are we in the Middle East? It’s not oil; the greatest asset/power we have is our banking system; what do
you think we’ll do in Syria when they’re toppled? Set up a fractional reserve/fiat banking system; the Muslims
don’t have a fractional reserve lending system; oil is secondary; US has more oil in US than Saudi Arabia; how
do you get power/enslave people? You enslave them monetarily; a banking system is a system of enslavement
that can be used all throughout the world because it produces debt; borrower is always a servant to the lender;
we go to ware over banking
Steve: the truth is foreign to those who live in a virtual world; our kids have abandoned ideals; word of God in
motion; people choose not to believe it; wanton disregard for true history; getting people to act in their own
interest; vilification of entire groups of people; central nervous system from your brain to your wallet; God want
us to be free and look to him;
Hour 2 (10:00 – 11:00pm)
Doug’s “DHS Insider” source: what will precede the civil unrest event? An economic collapse; you’ll all
participating in a Ponsie Scheme; US has been selling junk bonds during last 20-30 years; last 20 years: bubble
in bond market; US has been borrowing money; we pay them in IOUs (US treasuries); US spending money like
drunken sailors; spending and stimulating; countries are deleveraging; guess who’s buying US debt nowadays?
US Federal Reserve; 3 stool analogy holding us US economy: Japan, China & the Fed; this is the end game
playing out; suppression in metals is the last hoorah before the crash; now they have a pretext for grabbing your
freedoms, blaming the collapse on a crisis, speculators, etc
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Steve: municipal bonds are a market that will never be paid back; they want you dead; trafficking in men’s
souls; ratting out neighbors, veterans, etc; God is faithful; if you knew how little time you have left you would
weep under the living God and ask him to be merciful to you; do you think the Boston Marathon (little
explosion) is anything? Wait until the big explosions; it’s a big deal when people stand-up for Jesus; this is the
countdown; read the book of Revelation; God is merciful; you all should be concerned with the Resurrection
(not the Rapture)
What occurred today with metals is history; if you’re not buying, what are you waiting for? Continued
downward thrust of Japan; massive increase in currency wars; there’s going to be a war; the numbers are
screaming at me daily that there’s going to be a conflict; every Keynesian model ends with a collapse or a war;
they want to hold on to power; looks for BRICKS to flush out their banking details; watch South Korea very
carefully; North Korea is a joke militarily; South Koreans don’t like how US is dealing with the North; this
crisis is being used to ram down F35 fighter planes down their throats; look for South Korea to walk away from
the dollar; Japan is a US lackey (economically-speaking); Hundai cars are de-contented in the US (rest of world
are getting the good stuff); Singapor; Latin/South America will be on fire economically; Argentina is on the
verge of another revolution; economic downturn in Colombia;
Domestically: US stock market will go higher; will they hype the Boston Marathon bombings fear? All of
chickens are out of gold & silver so they’ll be a flight to the US dollar (“save haven”); Titantic (i.e. the US) will
sink in next 6 – 9 months
Housing market: there is no recovery in real estate market ; 30M homes in shadow inventory; major real estate
downturn / bubble will make 2008 look like a walk in the park; commercial real estate is about to pop
Next 10 days: gold & silver buyout ; dream come true for every contrarian
Jobs: worse & worse; not a bright picture
If you don’t have belief in Christ to get you through this; there is no political solution to a spiritual problem; be
prepared
Cozing-up between Russia & China: the US is the emperor without any clothes; BRICKS have to be diversified
with precious metals, need to trade amongst themselves with their own currency; they’ve already jumped ship
(off the Titanic); Canadians are looking to leave as well; Japan is finished as an economy; Germans are
demanding their gold back from the Fed; Germans have spoken to the Russians and the Chinese and they’ll setup their own exchange with them; Arabians & Persians will come together; everyone is moving on great
without the dollar; China doesn’t need us, they used us; Indian middle-class has higher buying power than US;
Chinese are in a position to replace the US; dollar will go into the trash heap of history
Steve: 4/22/96 Demetric Dudomen (sp?) the bible smuggler; 17 years ago dream: AK, MN, FL is where Russia
will strike the US without warning; France & Germany have made secret deals to attack the US; it’s not when
your pension fails but when your life fails; truth of treasure will feed into truth of heart; V is in the financial
area (primarily); his track record speaks for itself; some people have a hard time believing that America is
Mystery Babylon; Canada is not a place of refuge for fleeing Americans; blitzcreig from the south, cut-off from
the north
Hour 3 (11:00-12:00)
We’ve passed the rubicon; the Federal Reserve passed the rubicon; once again you starred at the tree and missed
the forest; you’re a day late and a dollar short; you missed the buss; lines have been drawn; we’re on to the next
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phas; it’s too late for you; what’s happening with spot prices doesn’t affect physical inventory; spot market
price is totally irrelevant; physical gold & silver is getting harder to come by; any hope? Psalm 37
Steve: any man that doesn’t provide for his family is worse than an infidel; if you’re not preparing and you
know you’re going to starve to death if you don’t, what then is the difference between you committing
economic suicide or practicide? Why do you struggle with the biblical imperative to provide for your family?
V’s track record speaks for itself; false spirit of religious piety that keeps a person from actively cooperating
with God
Saving grace in Canada? They still have their version of a Glass-Siegal Act; US got rid of it in 1999; one of the
kids with the cleaner, dirtier shirt coming out; good oil reserves; they’ll definitely make it out ok
Market forces work on the basis of supply & demand; metals suppression doesn’t work on supply & demand or
market forces; too focused on the numbers; there are larger forces at play (national, international, deal-makers
behind-the-scenes); gold & silver are being manipulated very artificially
you got to be able to compartmentalize your life; these are warnings are there to get you prepared; you need to
really consider on what you need to do to better prepare your nest egg from being totally wiped out; this is also
for the person who doesn’t have a penny to his name; you can’t let this thing get to you; you can’t let the news
depress you; everybody has a horse in the race (perfectly fine); you got to have money in the bank to pay the
bills; you need to put a little away to buy precious metals; it’s good to prepare; the signs are warning all around
you; there’s a timeframe to this; it’s not a matter of “if” it’s going to happen, it’s “when”; it’s a definite; it’s a
mathematical event that’s going to happen (an inevitability); you can’t let this stuff depress you; Why are you
so sad that this world’s going away? status quo going to be turned upside down; justice will be served; you can
not do the heneous things that this country has done and not have God require of you retribution; it’s the 5th
column that’s steering economic and foreign policy; it’s mathematically impossible
Ireland has ~ 300,000 homes, 7-10M people; 40 years to re-fill them; US has 35M homes in shadow inventory
(underwater, foreclosed, etc); 400 years to re-fill them; US debt: $225T; next 700 years won’t pay it off; should
have let others collapse back in 2008; system would have purged; in due time the market would have re-set
itself; instead they stimulated
Nearfield Communications; everything is in place (new digital system);
Steve: it only gets worse from her; the day will come when all income will be shut off; Resurrection takes
precedence over the Rapture
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Sand Castles in the midst of an Economic Tsunami.-'V'-The Guerrilla Economist

April 24, 2013
When I was a child I was always enamored by those who take copious amounts of time building sand castles
on the beach. I too parlayed my efforts into building these amusing and engaging edifices of one's imagination.
The only thing though is that as one begins to build these great creations be it small or something of a very
grand scale, it is only time before the tide comes in and washes away what one has labored so hard to build.
The eldest among us understood that these creations of sand are only temporal but it is the children that have
the greatest heart ache. It is almost world ending for some. Thus so it is with today's modern society, you have
those that are awake to what is going on and understand that no matter what they build here in this life, very
few things are lasting and even fewer stand the test of time. The other's and I know that some of you who
frequent this site or are an audience to my warnings will understand. That there are some that feel with such
strong conviction that their sand castle is forever. That it is venerable, a construct that showcases their
abilities, their worth, and their legacy. Fools is what I call them.
This week we had the market do some incredible things. Hot on the heels of the Gold and Silver beat down
that I predicated with uncanny accuracy, the DOW continues it's upward climb. Irrespective that IBM, CISCO,
and Caterpillar all reported revised earnings much lower than what was forecast. Irrespective of the false flag
attack in Boston (My advise to the FBI is please use better dim wits next time) continued job loss, a housing
market reflation that is deflating faster than popped balloon, still the insane Plunge Protection Team, Hyper
Bernankian Stimulation has caused every idiot with a room temperature I.Q. to dump his PM holdings, JPY and
Euro positions and run to the dollar as the last bastion of safety. Folks this is the equivalent of a child not being
able to register in his mind that the high tide is coming in and the fruits of his labor is about to be wiped. This
time though it is not high tide but an inescapable TSUNAMI.
Today's news reported that because of a hacked AP tweet about Barry O's white house going up in flames.
$23+ billion dollars left the S&P 500 in three minutes. Sure and I have a bridge in Brooklyn that I can sell you.
What this immediate sell off really is more than just a tweet gone wrong. Word is that this is how hair triggered
the market is that such wild undulations will cause mass sell offs. Either these are the fastest movement of
capital that I have seen or the Banksters are running some sort of test again. I would lean to that conclusion till
I can prove otherwise.
What you have here on this chart (Courtesy of Bloomberg) is showing the incredible three minute short and the
squeeze that has occurred in the market. Still this type of information is not enough to dissuade the delusional
hopeful who are believing in a "turnaround". Look lets be honest some of you have dumped your silver and
gold stores in a panic tizzy and some even have flown back to equities and a even a few of you ran to
annuities. I have stated that this is a sting operation perpetrated by the BOJ and the Fed. Selling off and
flooding the market with worthless paper certificates, working in collusion with their Bullion Bank henchman. I
stated on the Hagmann and Hagmann show on the 15th of April that this will cause a buying spree in Asia and
that is exactly what has happened. All the central banks are printing to oblivion, the politicians have committed
to this madness and are in full support of a global currency war. In the process YOUR wealth Oh sand castle
builder is being wiped out. YOU ARE ABOUT TO LOSE EVERYTHING IN THIS PERFECT MATHEMATICAL
ECONOMIC TSUNAMI that is set to overtake you.
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Once again the governments and Central Banks are walking lockstep with the Banksters in creating total
centralization of wealth and vertical integration of capital power. Do some of you cry at night wonder why Barry
O' does nothing to fix the economy. Do you wonder why it is nigh near impossible for small business owners to
function and for new ones to start up? Have you ever thought why there are crushing taxes that seem to
benefit only a select few at the malaise of many? Think about it. They have killed private wealth to the point
that those in the western economies can do nothing but run to their respective government bonds or even to
the the US Tbills and Dollars. Sad is it not? That this is the environment that is purposely been created. This is
done in order to tether all of those that are in equity distress to the Dollar, The USS Titanic. A ship so
overladen with excess debt that not only is it about to hit a Iceberg but a Tsunami as well. You see the plan is
to create the panic, and get everyone on board and then sink the ship with all hands on deck. Total LOSS OF
LIFE!!!! Who but rank and file communists would want total destruction of private wealth?
So how do you escape. I have told you and will again beat it over your heads that the way to escape this
Satanic System of Enslavement is to be Filled to the brim with Gold and Silver as well as food and a few other
preparedness items necessary for barter. I stated many times that paper certificates show no bearing on actual
physical market/inventory. The GLD/SLV dive in the sport market last Friday was the signal to people like me
that the de-coupling between futures prices and physical metals acquisition prices, that we have been
preaching about in the metals market has finally begun to take place. Today there are hefty Premiums that are
being paid and delayed deliveries up to 8 weeks. Renaissance Metals that SQ, runs is one of a handful that
can get you what you need. Renaissance goes out on the Secondary Market to acquire what you need.The
precious metals pool of supply is running even lower with recent mint shutdowns of production for certain
stampings, which has done nothing to alleviate the situation. So get on with it. Pick up your pail, dust off your
tush and settle it in your heart, that what you built is a worthless pile of sand and get yourself into something
that has stood the test of time for over 8000 years. Get Gold and Silver while you still can.Price is no longer the
issue as AVAILABILITY AND DELIVERY TIME BECOMES CRITICAL!
Be Prepared,
"V"
The Guerrilla Economist- May be reproduced as long as link to www.stevequayle.com is included.
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Heads Up - V's Sense Of Foreboding Over Cyber Attacks,
And Japans Precarious Position
April 26, 2013
Steve this is troubling. With all the physical vacuuming of PRECIOUS METALS in the past few days, I sense
that apart from covering losses, the "Too Pig To Fail" banks are prepping for a cyberattack. Look the physical
precious metals haves been shaken from the weak hands and in the process, transferred to the strong arms of
the Central Banks and the "Zombie Financial Collective" who have off shored, mega tons of gold and silver.
What has been plundered is never ever meant to cover contracts. So if the hard real money is out, what is left
is pure rigged fiat paper primed and ready to blow. Who is first? JAPAN?
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V's Latest: Germany is facing another 'Weimar Republic Meltdown' - U.S.PONZI
SCHEME IS BEING REVEALED FOR THE TRUE FRAUD THAT IT IS

April 28, 2013
This week the hottest topic I feel and one that really ties in the Euro Zone, the metals beat down and the Ponzi
scheme of the US/ Fed Reserve system is the admission in a very subtle way; that the Fed has no GOLD to
pay the Germans.
This is a huge issue one that many do not know the magnitude of. You see the Germans are the least infected
of the Euro Mafia Cartel Contagion. They have also realized that this La Costra Nostra is a crime family that is
losing control of it's operations, with members like Spain and Greece totally failed and the Italians following
suite close behind.
The Germans know in the midst of a Euro Collapse and a population that has far grown disenchanted with the
European Superstate, brimming over with nationalistic fervor; it will be suicide to go through a Euro Collapse
and domestic upheaval at the same time. It would spell end to the German power brokers and as alluring as it
was for them to be beneficiaries of the Euro initially, it has now become a pain and a death sentence. So the
choice that they are facing is this: Go down with the Euro and lose everything or hedge yourself for a Euro
Collapse and come out with the reigns of power in tact.
Merkel's party is losing big, in fact any politician running on a pro-Euro platform is assured a swift and speedy
defeat. This past week the Germans have demanded there gold back from the NY Fed vaults. To say that the
Fed was stalling would be an understatement. They have used excuses such as there are "too many tourist/
visitors that security will be an issue" to I"t would take us up to 2020 to start delivery."
So the 52 million ounce ( German Fed holdings are approximately 1500 metric tons) question is where is the
gold? The short answer to any of my German readers is that it is gone. For years German central bankers and
politicians went by the simple word and written assurance from the Fed that their Gold is safe and sound. This
however was simply based on the 1979 bar list and audit done by the Fed. The proverbial fox guarding the hen
house. Now it would seem that the fox has eaten all the chickens but the farmer is finally awoken to the fact of
his mistake.
You see in order to prolong the Ponzi scheme that is the US economy. The ones who run the scheme must
make some sort of payment along side promissory notes thus there has been an agreement to repatriate 150
tons of Gold back to Germany for the next three years. Breaking that down that is 50 tons a year. A mere Ponzi
payment in the grand scheme of things. The main thing that readers need to be mindful of is the fact there are
not only countries that are crying for the repatriation of their gold but states within the US are demanding the
same. The first one that come to my mind is Texas. This demand is going only to increase, so what is a group
of criminal mad men to do ? Simple. Destroy the value of the very thing that the sovereigns are clamoring for:
gold and silver spot prices. I was the only one to predict the gold and silver suppression to the exact numbers
that they are now today. Here is what is going to happen next: the suppression looks like that it will continue at
least till the end of May. There is a major reason why JPM has divested itself of it's bullion holdings. All over
the western banking world certain central banks in conjunction with multinational banks and elements within
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the BIS (Bank of International Settlements) are moving PM's into the hands of select individuals/ organizations.
Some nations are not on this list and Germany being the envy of Europe is not on this list. This is a move that
the German power brokers/ elites are aware of and are fuming mad over it. This is also the primary driver of
the warming of relationships to Russian and Chinese elites. The Germans are a strong and resourceful people
they can only tolerate being fleeced for so long, it did not work after WWI with the treaty of Versailles and it will
not work today. Look for a major nationalistic fervor when the German public wake up to the fact that their
elites already know...That the Fed does NOT have their GOLD!!!
The few gold shelves that was shown to German bureaucrats to assuage their fears of missing bullion are gold
covered TUNGSTEN bars!!! That is the truth and the Germans are suspect of it. It will be interesting what and
how things will transpire in Deutschland but one thing is very clear. The charade that the Fed and US
bankers/Financiers have been playing CAN NOT CONTINUE MUCH LONGER. The only way for them to
make it out of this mess is an economic collapse. This way they can default on their debts and in the ensuing
chaos pilfer the gold and silver with a promise to pay it back...One day. Again look for a continued suppression,
for the next time you will see Gold and Silver shoot to the moon IT WILL BE IN AN AMERICAN FINANCIAL
COLLAPSE, the domino of which will be Japan. There is a reason why the Japanese are heating up the
rhetoric with China over the disputed islands in the South China Sea. It is a play of Keynesian desperation with
the lie that war is good for business. This will be the last conflict they will have, if the Japanese decide to
embark on that path.
Preventing another Weimar Republic is the mission of Germany, being the 3rd largest Gold holder in the world
with a desire to grow that inventory will be the thing that will keep them afloat in the coming storm. The wheels
are coming off the American Ponzi scheme, every week less and less nations believe our lies. We are running
out of peoples to lie to and we are being seen for the con artists that we are. I don't like giving time tables as it
is very difficult but the next ten months are critical.
Be Prepared. V-THE GUERRILLA ECONOMIST
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The V Files: How to Survive The Coming Storm
V’s 4th radio appearance on the Hagmann & Hagmann Report, May 1, 2013

NOTE: There were technical difficulties during the radio show and if you listen to it (first 33:50), you’ll hear how garbled
the audio recording is. I did my best (below) with my notes despite this difficulty.
If only 10% came true then you have a LOT to be worried about
He was once an atheist; he was led to the Lord through his analysis
Christians are inoculated to be disconnected from reality
The real motivation for what they (V, Steve, Doug, etc.) are doing is not money; there are other things they can be doing
that are far more lucrative than coming on the radio and warning people; they’re doing this because of a calling;
everyone’s under the gun
The Titanic has already hit the iceberg; it’s beginning to take on water; people are just rearranging the deck chairs
Motivation for what they do: this time it’s different
this is NOT cyclical; 17/17 nations in the EU are in a meltdown; 100% of the Eurozone is in trouble; Spain’s real
unemployment is in the mid‐30s; 50% for college‐aged kids; dumpster‐diving to get their next meal; UK is a time‐bomb:
all overleveraged (e.g. 1 bank alone $72T in debt)
what you’re facing is not cyclical; it’s an end game, a financial time‐bomb
Japan: facing skyrocketing inflation; cost of food items going through the roof; customer confidence has collapsed; BOJ
printing to oblivion; US is doing the same thing; mathematical inevitability that this ship is going to sink; BOJ buying
derivatives
If you’re living in a house, live in it; don’t worry so much about your mortgage; stay where you are; if you’re renting,
continue to rent; Spain has squatters
Get gold, get silver; gold & silver shortage; premium that dealers are paying right now to get physical;
World going to hell in a hand basket; American Christianity is clueless; the church is asleep at the wheel
Currency vs. money: real money for people for the last 6,000 years has been gold & silver; there are things very critical
for you to have right now; people are waiting 6 – 8 weeks for delivery; call Renaissance Metals to get what you can while
you can; food stores; get your spiritual house in order; you’re going to see a lot of things transpire;
BRICKS world bank
Over ½ of largest world economies are divesting out of the dollar
Your world and your way of life is soon coming to an end; the way things always been – business as usual – is no longer
valid, no longer the same; unless you prepare
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Watch Germany; asking for all of their gold back; most of gold shown to Germans at NY Fed (51st St & Liberty)
underground: not real gold bullion bars! It’s gold‐dipped tungsten; the Fed has NO gold; it’s already moved into other
hands, organizations & places; they’re getting ready for a collapse; before a collapse occurs you’ll see movement of real,
tangible, worthwhile assets; flights from dying currencies to strong currencies, dying banks to viable banks, swings in
precious metals (moving from weak hands to strong hands); total concentration of precious metals market, wealth into
the hands of a few THEN the collapse will occur
June 2012: Euro unofficially collapsed; official collapse will soon transpire; world is in a total depression; Eurozone is
hemorrhaging; 40‐1 overleveraged banks; US hasn’t faced the full brunt of it yet (we’re the world’s reserve currency);
time clock is running out; countries not wanting to buy our debt; US is running out of people to lie to; nobody is
believing the US dollar is a safe haven except morons
Dow will hit 14000‐15000 how? Fed printing press; so much money flowing out à stock market; artificial fools’ rally;
they will try to inflate the real estate bubble; 34M homes in shadow inventory; bank subsidiary V worked for decided to
cut staff from 2‐3k to 150 à robo‐signing scandal; purposely bottlenecked the system; if they allowed 34M homes to hit
the market à collapse the real estate market; it’s not the time to buy a house; bubble will burst; we forget the damage
and destruction that bubbles cause; Keynesian loony tunes running the West; when the inevitable crash occurs they’ll
have their wealth preserved; you’ll get a haircut and a decapitation as well
there’s going to be a coming bank hack; banks the world over are becoming more lax with their security (doing it on
purpose); DNS errors; online banking & ATM problems; they are purposely weakening the banking networks; when
cyber attack (and collapse) does occur they will be making it out securely; 80% of Americans stand to lose EVERYTHING
unless you do something to protect and preserve what you have and what little you have; this is for everyone (rich or
poor); you need to make preparations now; time is short; wake up; Christians are about to face persecution now; the
fires of economic turmoil are already burning; you’re being attacked from all sides; his predictions are not hyperbole nor
alarmist; unless you wake up and do something you’re going to wake up beggars, with nothing, SWAT team in front of
your house
future banking system: advanced technology; new digital currency system; future bank loans will know SO much about
you and your habits; your job, travel, etc.; what the bankers have planned for you you’ll yearn to live in Hitler’s
Germany, Stalin’s Russia, North Korea, etc; wake up and take action; “catastrophic” is an understatement
Steve: realm of denial “insane‐icycle”; it’s happening because of the cowards in the pulpits; minimalized, marginalized;
stand up for Jesus (prayer, fasting, calling) because your life depends on it; Pentagon will court martial Christians; you
are in a battle for your and your children’s’ life; Steve’s own kids are oblivious to what’s going on; you don’t need to be
afraid (willing to die for your faith); will you stand up?; this is a matter of life and death; it is so late in the game;
information can’t save you; there is an eternal hell; this is about getting people to grow up into Jesus
he used to be an atheist; Japan is imploding; Japan will be the catalyst that will bring down the whole house of cards; the
emperor (the U.S.) has no clothes; if you don’t have a relationship with the Lord there’s no hope for you; deep
connection with God; doesn’t know how many alerts he’s sent to Steve (EDITOR’S NOTE: I do! http://tiny.cc/b2tziw); the
ship is sinking – it’s already happening; you’re going to face some of the hardest times; some of the toughest times in
the history of America; the economics behind it is the scaffolding of this thing called the New World Order, the
infrastructure of the new economy that’s coming; we are headed to a massive collapse; any given day we are just 1 crisis
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away from total collapse; 1 black swan event from total chaos; imagine the vulnerabilities of the system (cheap money,
easy credit); biggest bubble ever created; when it pops, 80% of your wealth will be wiped out; you will become
homeless; you will have no options; somehow you’ve lied to yourself; there are some hardships coming;
top Congressional leadership (of both parties) are bought & paid for; they know what’s going on; coercion and
subterfuge to get their agendas passed; others think this gravy train is going to continue; they think the party’s going to
go on; they think that America is somehow exempt from history and judgment; Bernake & Diamond & others they’ll be
out of the market and in their safe houses ~ 2.5 weeks before this thing comes down
how many of the top traders, executives of banks all have guns, food, safe houses, gold, silver? They all do; they’re
already ready; safe houses located in South America, northern Canada, eastern Asia (China), northern Africa; that’s
where these guys are going to scatter to; once chaos subsides they’re come back as saviors to implement their new
system, new guy; new economic infrastructure; not even their assistants will know where they’re at; it’s going to be a
Friday when it happens, middle of the afternoon when they pull the plug; markets will be shut down ~ 12:00 – 12:30pm;
collapse will be so quick; immediately deploy troops to NYSE, NY Fed, JP Morgan gold & silver vault, Fed Res areas
throughout US, Ft. Knox
Steve: you wonder why they call you zombies: you’re the walking dead and you don’t know it yet; people will eat each
other (cannibalism); the bible is clear on lawlessness; 20 years, 9,000 hours; this is the most critical time; you need to
repent; we’re in the countdown phase; the spoils of war; Boston had helmet cams (they come in shopping ahead of
time); FB: you’re being cataloged & being put into algorithms; you’re going into captivity; why don’t cops have ammo?
They’re on the blue list; 16 years ago someone gave Steve the Red, Blue & Green Lists; 1st people to go? Doctors &
nurses; unfaithful steward; Steve has turned down some customers who don’t have enough money to buy metals
because they should buy other items (e.g. food) instead; stand up and act in your and your families best interest; “fear
monger” is NLP from a Fed or a shill; if you’re listening to mainstream media you’re already mind controlled;
How many times does V have to come on the radio? He predicted that gold would plummet to $1,200 – $1,400/oz;
we’re screwed; V is married; he’s one of the most ripped‐off guys on the Internet; his predictions (verbatim) appeared
on WSJ, Bloomberg, Forbes; you have to prepare; you have to get your spiritual lives in order; the next 10 months are
going to be critical; we’re moving from what’s been predictable to a very unpredictable time; get yourselves ready; he’s
been working w/Steve Quayle on something to really help people out in a very personal way; be prepared; where is your
heart at right now? Moving towards God? Wanting to break free of the things that hold you?; V likes mentoring young
men; the real men are gone (spiritually castrated or lobotomized); US’ biggest exports? Porn & recyclable trash; societies
& church’s divorce rates; if you’re struggling with any kind of addiction: you have to learn to outlove your sin; you got to
shake free; you’re going to learn how to love Jesus more than your sin, your family, your finances, your future plans, etc;
when he looks at trends & numbers he only sees that we have 10 months; next 10 months so critical; Europe is going to
die à spill over to the US; Japan is the catalyst (220% GNP‐to‐debt); bigger war? Another rally? Another bubble? Inflate
our way out again? Never before has the world seen such levels of debt; this is not a cycle, this is a cataclysm; this is not
a trend, it’s a slaughterhouse; this is not a blip on the radar, this is a cliff we’re speeding over
you need to decide what you need to do; there’s a lot of prepping going on; they’re going to come for whatever’s in your
house; hide it somewhere (in another location); difference between currency (someone else’s legal obligation;
somebody else’s debt) and money (gold & silver); when you put money in a bank that money’s no longer yours; bank is
in all legal right to wipe out your bank account; 60% of Cypress people had their bank accounts gone; you don’t have any
money (in the eyes of the bankers) because it’s not your money it’s theirs (legal obligation); when you deposit money in
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the bank you’re giving a loan to another institution with someone else’s legal obligation; it’s not your money; just don’t
pay your property taxes and you’ll find out who’s house it really is; you don’t own anything anymore; they’ve swindled
you; in order to live the American Dream you first have to fall asleep; you have no legal rights to your money if you
deposit it in a bank; it’s all a scam; you’re being scammed on all levels; the only way you’re going to circumvent the
system is you gotta go outside of it; none of it is yours; the only thing you can own that’s really yours? Precious metals,
real tangible assets, food; understand how to live and operate in the system, how to circumvent it, personal wealth and
family quality of live is not tied to it
metals confiscation? They might try to; extremely difficult (logistically); in 1933 the populace gave them up; smart
people buried it; logistical nightmare to round it all up; bankers & Fed have bigger fish to fry (e.g. firearms); if you’re off
the grid, flying under the radar: they’re not going to bother you; won’t waste time & manpower; task too huge to tackle;
they might put out a warning; buyback program; stupid people will line up and turn in their gold & silver for paper fiat
for a fraction of the value of gold and silver; they won’t actively go and round up everyone’s precious metals
Steve: they’re not coming to take gun owners’ guns away; they’re coming to take the gun owners away (blowing them
away); MF Global; so much is being taken out of the COMEX; Steve made his money buying and selling on the metals
markets and practiced what he preached; Gary gave Steve the red/blue/green lists; algorithms and given amount of
people; US Military is being destroyed; you’re going to lose your precious metals if it’s being stored on your behalf;
485,000 prepositioned Chinese, Russian troops; physical captivity (taken away; prison camps in Arctic); you’re playing
not only with your life but your wife’s, children, grandchildren; in Steve’s family: only 2 out of 12 “get it”; there are more
believing women than men; they will confiscate the metals when they come for the guns
7/2007: V heard what they were going to do with the market; from 10/2007 they’ll take the market to 14,000 and then
pop the subprime bubble; ask for more bailouts and more vertical integration; to call this thing a ‘rigged casino’ is an
understatement; it’s the most devilish Ponzie scheme ever pounced upon humanity in history; banks going out of
business; shotgun mergers; they allowed Bear Stearns to go under and allowed others to take over; suppression of gold
& silver markets; derivatives; this is something planned and orchestrated; they’re not stupid; recurring pattern of it
happening over and over again and those same people causing the problems are getting more powerful and stronger;
this is a planned and orchestrated take‐down of the US economy; we’re in it; the next time we see gold moonshot to
$5,000 – $6,000/oz, $500 – $700 for silver à economic collapse;
We didn’t have the debt‐to‐GDP ratio that we have right now; monstrosity of derivatives; wars; reckless spending; this
will make the 1929 collapse look like a Sunday school picnic; 90% of people in 1929 lived on farms and 7.5M people
starved to death; today, 97% of people live in cities/suburbs; people will starve to death; small children dumpster diving
with their parents in Spain, Greece, Portugal; what will drive people really over the edge? When they feel hunger pains
in their stomach or when they’re kids cry with hunger; level of chaos unlike any other time in history, very horrific; have
a second zone to go to (2 hr away); man is not designed to live far from his food source; population will be culled; after
the collapse occurs it’ll be 2.5 – 3 years of mayhem; create as much psychological trauma; they know you can handle 6
months if you know how to ride it out right; after a 1 – 1.5 years you’re going to start cracking a little bit, by the 2nd year
you’re nervous; after 2.5 – 3 years you’re begging for mercy; they’re going to let you sweat it out; they’re going to turn
up the pressure cooker for at least 2.5 – 3 years
Are there any defensible positions against the dollar; they want a currency on par with much of the third world; cease
industrial development; deindustrialize America; goals: never to allow a nation (like America) to ever rise again; kill off
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sovereignty; global integration into macro‐clustered cities and locations throughout the world; one, global currency
system that is tracked and ubiquitous, everything is linked, every habit they know (you are what you buy)
Psyche of the male mind: we’re still a hunter‐gatherer mentality; men have become dumbed‐down; if men did what
they’re supposed to do; lack of good men; most of these are frat boys high on coke – that’s who’s running the show; if
real men were around none of this would be happening; most guys he knows are a bunch of porn‐addicted punks; one
of the most powerful books he read: Think and Grow Rich; sexual transmutation; sex drive most powerful drive;
successful people focused their drive on building their businesses & achieving their goals; they make sure you’re
bombarded with sexual imagery; they prey to your carnal instincts; if you’re distracted you emasculate yourself;
definition of a man is someone who’s responsible to his community, family and is an outstanding citizen, someone who
rises to the occasion, wakes up others to threats; men are dead, women are captivated; if men can wake up to what’s
going around you, you can put a stop to it, slow it down
How soon would a gun‐grab occur? Will disarm the law‐abiders; those who are dumb enough to register their firearms,
when the collapse occurs the plan is to come and disarm you; they’ll make sure every gang‐banger is fully armed; they’ll
create as much animalist chaos as possible; when inner city punks are armed to the teeth the body count on our side will
be much higher than on their side; they need this chaos so that we can beg for mercy (after 2.5 – 3 years); organized
people à neighborhoods à communities à defend their resources against roving street gangs; they’re not just going to
disarm you, they’re going to kill you; how many different ways do I have to tell you that you’re screwed?;
This bubble‐gum economy is so volatile; AP’s Twitter account got hacked; 1 tweet from AP à $24B escaped from the
S&P500; there’s nothing of real value or volume in the marketplace; natural or man‐made catastrophic event à decimate
the marketplace; big boys got out of the Euro in June of last year; their plan was to get everyone on board with the
dollar; pop this whole thing: create hypervelocity in Japanese marketplace; these guys want to get as much hard assets
as possible; when Greece fell, billionaires & corporations bought infrastructure from pennies on the dollar; the endgame
is transfer of wealth (land, resources, etc.); the rest of us get herded into compact cities for the rest of our lives; there is
no transfer of wealth to South American only out of South America; if you don’t hold it, you don’t own it; don’t but the
Argentinean veneer; there is not one stable economy in South America (except maybe Brazil); problem with South
American countries is that they’re so socialistic; broken economies;
What about diversifying hard assets abroad? V has assets abroad that can’t be touched and have high yield (only works if
he has access to it); in trouble if you don’t have access to it; when collapse occurs, banks networks will be down; most
ridiculous capital controls you’ve ever seen will be implemented (no ATMs, no banking, no wire transfers); you’re going
to be SOL if you can’t get to your assets pre‐collapse
Steve: watch mid‐Atlantic ridge, Iceland volcano, Canary Islands; massive desire to destroy as many people as possible;
pressures are building; people will have everything that they take for granted taken from them (unless they’re willing to
fight for it); they’re getting ready to play the ‘alien card’; it’s party‐time for hell; what are they releasing to come fight
us?; True Legends: Tales of the Feathered Serpent is his Steve’s new book that’s coming (content shook his cage); “If I’ve
told you of earthly things and you believe me not, how can I tell you of heavenly things?”; if someone has to ask when is
it happening? They’re part of the borg; it’s happening (now); you’ve got to become accountable; only go to metals after
you’ve gotten some food
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The V Files: Reaching Critical Mass: What Goes Up Will Also Crash
V’s 5th radio appearance on the Hagmann & Hagmann Report, May 14, 2013
9pm-12am ET (NOTE: V didn’t come on until ~ 19:00 into the show)
1st hour (9-10pm ET)
Steve: int’l bankers & financiers devastated about the prospects of what’s going to happen to their children; Fukushima:
biggest cover-up event, children are dying from massive radiation exposure, so much radiation; 1/3 of the life of the sea is
dying; ‘end times’ does not equal ‘end of the world’ but end of the age; “you ain’t seen anything yet”; the end of this is
NOT a political turnaround, it’s a complete nuclear devastation of America; sitting ducks become dead ducks; 29 nukes
were detonated/defused; suitcase nukes in America; they were hybridized weapons that were supposed to go off in 29
cities; before America is destroyed its sins will be revealed; nuclear threat is real
He’s sounding the alarm; we have crossed the rubicon; market will go to 15-16k; beat-down of precious metals ($1400
gold, low $20s silver); stock market will be pumped up; if they want to pop it now they can do that; they don’t have to bring
it up higher
G7 meeting in London: 7 of the architects of derivative destruction; central banks to print to oblivion; they have no clue, no
way of fixing this thing; Dow > 15,000 due to 1) unending Fed stimulation in conjunction with the Plunge Protection Team;
2) absolute flight from the Eurozone, Japan, Asian countries (“sucker investors”); system can’t handle the volatility so they
froze the Japanese bond sale; we are teetering over the precipus; Japanese insurance companies are overburdened with
Euro bonds, now dumping them for US dollars; 3) suppression of the precious metals market to give people illusion that
dollar is safehaven; people who don’t know any better dumping their physical assets; transfer of wealth; the Stock Market
(Dow Jones, S&P500, US T-bills (bonds)) rising because the Fed is printing; will the Fed taper down the stimulation? No;
Fed can’t exit this thing gracefully because 1) the whole thing will come down; 2) not in their best interest to stop
stimulating; these guys are criminals, no honor among thieves;
lessons of 1929 & 1933 stock market crashes: monetary contraction- printing then contracted it; today’s situation is much
worse because 1) Glass Seagle is gone; 2) never been so vulnerable than right now (70% of economy is consumption; we
don’t produce/make anything); 3) financial instruments (derivatives, credit default swaps, etc.), $1.5Q derivative debt;
banks have more debt than countries!; Deuchebank will go belly-up, their derivative debt alone ($72T) > global economy
(GDP) ($66T); stock market high: all insiders are dumping and all suckers are buying; this time you’ll see things you’ve
never seen before
naïveté of the population; top-tier powerbrokers are all in on it, all connected; orchestrated & controlled implosion; the next
10 months will be highly critical; you don’t have until 2015; all Keynesian models end in a collapse or war; the markets are
screaming war; current administration facing massive scandal, massive problems on all sides; the veneer is coming off –
they’re going to do something; US is funding Al Qaeda in Syria (they’re not Syrian); massive pressure everywhere you
look globally
AP Twitter account hack resulted in $24B evaporated from the S&P; marketplace is so fragile; the market is not based on
reality, it’s based subjectively on perception alone; banking, monetary, lending, financial, trade, exchange, FOREX,
COMDEX systems are stressed (never seen it like this before)
Steve: looming war in Syria; when goods don’t cross borders, armies do; V has a family; give you best foundation of
knowledge possible; we’re teaching you to fish, not giving you a fish; elitist attitude: people are expendable (Georgia
Guidestones: 500M worldwide population goal); Spanish Flu dug out of ground from AK will be used to create a biological
weapon (with smallpox and Ebola); before they kill everyone they want to pick your pockets (blow you away and take your
stuff); the timetable for the war is escalating dramatically; stand-down and sequester orders
Defense analysis: V knows all about weapon systems; he does strategic forecasting: what weapons does each side
have? Stratfor hack last year: top members emails were released by Anonymous (including V’s!); Chinese lack credible jet
engines; the same disease that has overtaken banks, the underlying motive is profit; defense contractors make money by
selling weapons & technology to both sides; Russians have phenominal aircraft; F35 Lightening II (Lockheed Martin) is a
failed project but they’re continuing on; in 2008 US did an exercise w/India with their SU33MKI aircraft; our F15/F16/F18s
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couldn’t compete with the new Russian hardware; Indians had a kill ratio of 8:1 (they shot down 8x as many aircraft); a
superpower is only as great as its economy; US economy for last 10 years has really fallen apart; US is superpower going
broke; US is economically, militarily weak; US has lost Germany’s gold (pretty serious)
Steve: Germany & France will be our enemies when the war comes; nations that have had their gold plundered and
pilfered are not going to come and take a spoil; payback will so be quick and furious; foreign military are currently here in
the US; Russian suitcase & backpack nukes; cyberattacks will take everyone’s money out
We still have the best airplane in the world (F22) for under 20,000 ft; best tank in the world: German Leopard II; our
aircraft carriers are vulnerable from Chinese & Russian missiles; US is at a disadvantage in every aspect; US has been
scaling back our nukes; we’re being defanged; we’re not the unpenetrable fortress; we’re move vulnerable now than ever
before; it can happen ANY DAY NOW; we’re holding on to a string (thinner than dental floss);
2nd hour (10-11pm ET)
Steve: V is a defense analyst; if you control the media, you control the flow of info, you control conclusions that people
draw; only 1% of the US buys gold & silver; what you’re being exposed to vs. what you can fight; take it to the Lord in
prayer; an orgy of destruction is coming; there is no political solution to the spiritual rebellion; we are outlaw country; there
are no more rules; there is no salvation; each man is responsible for his family’s safety; there is a basic right to selfdefense; acceleration towards the hatred of humanity; Genetic Armageddon; there are US military documents that
validate stargates; “If I’ve told you earthly things and you believe me not, how can I tell you heavenly things?”; Dave
Ramsey (and others) still towing the party line; you better be wiser; buy food before you buy silver; bottom line: the
country’s done; you have to be smart enough, strong enough and determined enough to find out who’s telling the truth
There has to be some kind of global event that will shock people; 1st domino piece to fall: Japan; all these political
scandals; Congress has lowest approval rating in history; people sense weakness; to say this is similar to Nero fiddling
while Rome burned is an understatement; because of all the pressure building up the market is dictating that there has to
be a trigger, black swan event; V respects Gerald Celente (“fellow New Yorker”); economically things are very tight
Straight of Hormutz: Iranians have capability to do it; once the market gets a whiff of this (based on perception) you’re
going to see a dump of this like you’ve never seen before; here’s how it’s going to go down: all too-pig-to-fails holding on
the US treasury bonds (deal cut in 2008 during bail-outs); what do you think is going to happen to every one of those
banks when fund managers gets whiff of tension in Middle East, Straight of Hormuth closing? Oil goes through the roof;
they’ll dump every single bond and move it to rapidly-rising commodity prices; oil will skyrocket for $150 - $200/barrel; halt
to US economy; trying to jump into gold market; price of gold is the moonshine ($5,000 - $6,000/oz. for gold; $700 $800/oz. for silver); why? because banks will no longer want to hold onto t-bills; they’re trying to get out of the dollar; Fed
will buy up all bonds quickly and quietly; they won’t be able to; bond market will freeze up; Fed knows there’s going to be
a massive pop in the bond market because it’s a massive bubble; every aspect of our economy is a bubble, it’s fake, it’s
false; college loans: another bubble that’s going to pop; biggest bubble? US dollar; when you’re hearing reports about the
slightest provocation, this whole thing comes apart very quickly
Steve: the things of your nightmare will become every day; the invisible is going to be made visible; we’re telling people
what’s going to happen ahead of time; it’s important that it gets disseminated; what Hawk has been trying to do over the
years is get people to understand what’s really out there; Trojan President; when you can’t feed a gun what it needs to
eat, the weapon becomes an expensive club; anomalous portholes opening; the war is intensifying; God is the one who
empowers us; the power of God is present and resident in you to deal with the times ahead; God is going to pour his spirit
out; 2-front war going on: physical & spiritual
Do we need an economic reset? No; economy and all drivers/indicators are being manipulated, steered, guided by forces
that you have no control over; STOP BEING NAÏVE; reset is NOT a good thing; a reset is you in a FEMA camp, you in a
new banking system without freedom, they’re not collapsing this to give you a chance to uprise, to establish your republic;
they’re collapsing this because what they’re bringing in is going to be hardcore economic tyranny, new system of total
control, total tracking of every single thing you do; you’re assuming it’s going to work in your favor; you don’t get it; you
don’t control the transaction environment, they do; buy/sell/save/invest; you think for 1 second they’re going to give up
their control? the difference between you and I is when I talk about a reset it’s not something that’s going to work out well
for you; what I’m talking about is something wicked this way comes; you’re living in a pipe dream; that’s not going to
happen; I’m here warning you to wake up, get you spiritual house in order; you can not survive what’s coming unless you
have a faith in God, faith in Christ
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Link on Steve’s site (banner on right-hand side): V - Guerrilla Consulting: “Trench Warfare” for the Financial End Times
(brings you to Steve’s Contact Us page; NOTE: $500/hr (per the web site)); people with significant portfolios need some
help; when you’re a little leery about calling up Dudley Doright at Morgan Stanley; he’ll show you exactly what you need to
do; what is about to befall on this world is going to affect all of us; if you have $1,000 - $2,000 in the bank: buy food!;
serious financial survival guide; I’ll steer you through this mess; he’s going to pray about it and then give you his answer;
steer you through the total asset protection of what’s to come
Steve: if you have wealth in the millions you’re going to need V’s advice; well-rounded; V’s younger than Steve; V
answers basic questions but if you need serious portfolio direction and guidance he’s made himself available; this for V
(Steve doesn’t share anything); every nations gold (just about, except China, Russia, India) has been plundered; they’re
going to find out the cubbard’s bare; the assumptive risk in the markets, none of them are delivering in-kind (only in cash
settlements); heads-up was MF Global; where do you think the government is going to go first? To the depositories; Steve
always hired people smarter than him and with much more experience; put you into the realm of possibility; it is possible
to take control of your life; drought and famine are here; the famines are coming; food, food, food; water, water, water;
3rd hour (11pm-12am ET)
Q: Canadian defined contribution plan (RRSP): withdraw funds and incur penalty?
Steve: Yes; 70% of something is better than 100% of nothing; depositors will cover losses of banks; you are going to pay
the tax EITHER WAY whether you take your money out now; we’re not talking about ‘business as usual,’ we’re talking
about financial warfare; you’re going to lose everything; confiscatory policies and how fast they’re going to steal your
money; US debt: $17T; American investments: $17T; you don’t have your money unless you get it out; if you can’t touch
it, you don’t own it; depositories are going to get hit (so don’t store your metals there); they’ll go to the banks, bullion
banks and depositories; things are not going to stay the same indefinitely; the cyberattacks on banks are coming, draining
of all checking and savings accounts are coming; you don’t know who knows what you have; take it, pay the penalty; this
isn’t a crapshoot
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) 10 years ago? maybe; now? we’re passed the point of no return, crossed the
rubicon; anything based on real estate: a joke; you’re living a lie; V lives in a state with a very strong law enforcement
tradition, debt-safe pension plans: he’s had law enforcement officers cash out, take the penalty; CoP $400k/yr; patrolman
$150k/yr; anything based on a denominated currency is subject to failure; currency is a debt obligation of someone else;
do you honestly think in a collapse you’re going to be able to cash out? They’ll give you a check, deposit it in a bank;
THERE’S NO MONEY CIRCULATING; THE BANKS ARE INSOLVENT; the only way you’re going to escape from the
system is to unplug from the system: keep in the bank what you need to pay your bills day-to-day; the rest of it put into
precious metals; he’ll work with you to crash-proof yourself; if you don’t hold it, you don’t have it; if you don’t see it, it’s not
there; depositories will be the first places raided; be smart; don’t be in something that’s destined to fail; you’re a sitting
duck; you’re asking to get plundered; target painted on your back; if you don’t do something soon, you deserve what’s
coming to you;
Should Doug Hagmann be concerned that when he tried to cash a check for $5k that the bank said they didn’t have that
amount of cash on-hand? Yes; this is not a credit/liquidity crisis; it’s a solvency crisis; banks are insolvent (they don’t have
anything); you’ll be shocked to find out how many banks are going to the insolvency window to borrow money (e.g.
$10,000) to operate (meet operating expenses): what does that tell you? Uneasy alliance between banks and Fed; t-bills
having life sucked out of them because of bond market, killing liquidity & causing insolvency in banks; story about
customer told to come back end of the week because 8th biggest bank didn’t have enough cash on hand
Wall St. is not the power-hub, it’s London; City of London within London (10 blocks) where all major financial houses are;
fractional-reserve lending was created by the Brits in late 1600s; Charles I did 1st gold confiscation in exchange for
promisary notes; goldsmiths started fractional-reserve banking; Financial Times (ft.com); WSJ dumbed-down, watereddown version of FT;
Steve: City of London was founded by giants; the love of money is the root of all evil; coming angel wars (holy angels vs.
fallen angels vs. wicked angels); Vatican preparing followers for ‘alien intervention;’ True Legends is the book he’s writing;
God put gates to protect us from them; knowledge is power
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V’s recommended books: History of Money and Banking in the United States by Murray Newton Rothbard; the freedom
that we really fought for was freedom from international bankers; it’s always been a fight against man vs. the central
bankers; Socialism by Ludwig Von Mises; The Case For Gold
Steve: basic premise of survival is not to live as you’re living now but to experience the goodness and the grace of the
living God; get right with the living God; seek God; there is no strength within us to deal with what’s coming; God is not
going to abandon us; Steve referenced his wife; intentional destruction of the US military; Steve & V were asked to go on
TV and they both declined
Time is critical; we’ve passed the point of no return; what can occur to bring this market down can happen at any time;
next 10 months are very critical; economy is on a very unrealistic trajectory and will only end in the ruin of millions of
people’s lives; turmoil in Middle East; Russia drawing battle lines in the sand; drying-up of physical precious metals; all
these models end in war; massive global event that will plunge global economy into disarray never seen before; all of this
will transpire before 2015 (he personally guarantees that); if you need help no matter where in the world you are, V can
help you; how to hedge yourself properly; better position yourself to barter, purchase & trade; we have crossed the
rubicon; if you’re still waiting for this market to turn around, waiting for this economy to get on the rebound it’s not going to
happen; 47% of this country is persona non-exist day (they don’t exist); we’re being wiped out economically as a nation;
you need to focus on what you can do to hedge yourself for the times that are coming; so drastically different you need to
prepare; prepare, prepare, prepare; the time for fun-and-games is over; settle it in your heart; humble yourself; prepare
and hedge yourself for what is to come; have the faith and insight to see what you need to do to get through it all
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Email #37
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=383
http://tiny.cc/3yjixw

The Guerrilla In The Midst-What The Metal's Manipulators Have Planned-VMay 22, 2013
It has been well documented by me that there was going to be a Precious Metals beatdown within the range of
$1200 -$1400 per once of Gold and $20-$24 per ounce of Silver. Now the latest forecast from deep behind
enemy lines was so earth shaking at first that I myself could not believe it. In fact I am still taking this with a
grain of salt. From the inner recesses of International Banking, the Money Masters are deciding on a plan so
daunting I do not even know if they can pull it off. That plan folks is to Smash Gold down to $800 to $1000 per
ounce!!!! Silver between $16-$18 per ounce. Believe me they will market this as the much needed correction,
they will trumpet it as the bull market run being over, thousands will dump what little they have in the open jaws
of the Jackal Multinational Banks and the Central Banks that front for them.
I want you to be VERY VERY aware. This strategy while a last ditch effort to save the COMEX, FED and
Bullion Banks will also have another driving benefit. It will drive out for good the speculators who have used the
instrument of paper manipulation to dictate and affect the physical market for decades. The blowback of all of
this is once again ever dwindling supplies of Physical PM's and acquisition premiums going through the roof.
Folks what I am saying is if Silver goes to $16 an ounce...do you think anyone will sell it in an environment in
which there are dwindling supplies? NO! Of course NOT! This is going to be the beginning of the permanent
dislocation of the Physical market from the Paper Market. I can see it now, ETF $16oz , Physical $40oz that
looks like where we will be heading in the short term before the collapse finally arrives and PM's shoot to the
moon.
Case in point. The Royal Canadian Mint just released a 1oz Buffalo Silver Commemorative coin at $100 face
value, the darn thing is 96% sold out! Whats the big deal about that you say? Well last year the same Canuk
mint released a $20 stamped Polar Bear Coin that never moved like this one. In fact SIlverCoinsToday.com
stated "Royal Canadian Mint appears to be at or approaching a sell out with buyers getting a perceived bargain
by paying face value." Did you get that? Buyers getting a perceived value. So what's really driving the blowout
sale of 250,000 coins 96% sold out in days? Simple...The thirst for physical silver all over the world has dried
up inventories everywhere, thus causing people to spend up to $100 an ounce and thinking it is a value!!! Why
pray tell would the Royal Canadian Mint stamp a $100 face value on a one ounce Silver coin? Are they
forecasting something? I think so. I sure do.
Folks watch the movement of oil...Remember this is one of the big indicators and on a future alert/ radio show I
will correlate the relationship of Gold and Oil. The two major commodities of any sane nation looking to trade. If
Oil continues it's rise there are fund managers in the Too PIG to Fails that are licking their chops to offset some
of the worthless US treasuries that they are holding. What is a poor central banker to do? Print to Oblivion I
guess. Hoover town here we come.
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The V Files: The Culling Of The Economic Unwashed
Is About To Begin
5-24-13
(V, the Guerrilla Economist, comes on the show ~ 15:00)
Hour 1 (9-10pm)
Steve: $1T European bank bailout by the Fed; digital representation of money in the bank is not the same thing as a
commodity or as something you can trade; the paper market for metals is ripe with fraud; paper asset mode; the greatest
illusion in the history of all majik: America’s traded its heritage, assets, national parks, mortgages; what you think you own
you better double-check; “due on sale” clauses on mortgages; V lives on the East Coast;
V’s email address: guerrillaeconomist@gmail.com; time is of the essence; the Japanese have lost control of their bond
market; they have totally lost it; stock markets rising due to bond prices; US collapse will be a trifecta of bonds, stocks and
real estate combined; yields are getting higher and higher; BOJ has ordered all public pension funds to buy the Japanese
debt; Fed has ordered US pension funds to begin to acquire US debt; moving into the last stages before the collapse;
rubicon has been crossed; armies are surrounding the capital itself; Japanese don’t know what to do (they’re panicing);
this is the trigger that will bring this whole thing down;
What exactly are they going to do? They’re going to bring this thing to a hault, create an economic turmoil and crash,
massive global war; a small-scale, controlled, regional war is not going to fix a $1.5Q global derivative debt, massive
levels of unemployment; they need to get all the players on the field, everybody involved will be affected; this time there’s
not going to be anyone unaffected; if you’re still in paper, equities, waiting on the fence: it’s mathematically impossible to
pull this back; you can not recall this; this is accelerating; it’s game over, there’s nothing left to play; now, things are so
severe they’re not even waiting to create another bubble; they’ve created multiple bubbles; biggest bubble of them all: US
dollar; the only reason why the Dow is where it is because corporations buying and selling their own stocks (they’re not
investing, hiring); this is the charade that’s being played; the time is very short; if you are already set-up in another country
(residence, passport, etc.), by all means, go; it’s so difficult for you to expatriate; history just doesn’t repeat itself, it rhymes
call Rennessance Metals (Steve Quayle) if you need gold, silver; another sign of the times: Royal Canadian Mint minted a
1 oz. silver coin with a $100 face value; 97% sold out in a day or two; such a demand for physical silver people are willing
to pay $100/coin; Canadian Mint is forecasting something that many of us already know: silver to date if released from
some of the manipulation, it should be ~ $75 - $100/oz.; silver and gold are getting rarer and harder to get; silver & gold
suppression: plan is to take Dow higher and suppress gold & silver further ($1000/oz and $16-$18/oz, respectively); IF
they do that: 1) promanently divorce paper market from physical market (permanent severing); silver (now) ~ $23/oz.; V
contacted biggest bullion dealer in India: they won’t let silver go for less than $28/oz.; similar to ammo shortage: vacuum
in marketplace, speculators are being driven out; they will be back and will come back in at a very high price; ~ 1 – 3% of
Americans own precious metals; central banks, bullion banks, soverign governments own most of the gold; real wealth is
not something put on paper, real wealth is something that’s stamped in metal
Steve: Russian (9k tons gold) and Chinese central banks purchased massive amounts and gold and silver; gold and silver
always move from weak hands to strong arms; the people that are picking your pockets are the ones that are producing
the shows; ancillary system that’s already set-up, biometric tracking; quintessential locking grid that’s coming; framework
that exists to control; V was involved with that; everybody’s got an opinion but what’s there track record;
This is a brave, new world emerging; completely new beast; last 40 – 50 years: pure fiat (paper) currency; new system: lot
more serious than what you think; “ubiquitous banking;” nexus of corporations, banks and individuals finance nearly
everything; 1979: credit cards; online banking; mobile banking; Japan was where they beta tested mobile purchases; NSC
will roll into smart card; new cards will have a smart chip inside; smart TVs monitor what you do; smart appliances;
everything is designed to study YOU (social networks, Facebook); banking on a social infrastructure; drone (worker bee)
process; “worthless containers”  “useless eaters”  “human resources”; ubiquitous banking is used to create drones
who love their servitude; new credit score is going to be a ‘person score’: what type of loan, job, promotion, interstate
travel, etc.; they’ll give you enough to keep you asleep; this will translate into the chip; RFID dust (Japan was the beta
tester); ‘grain of rice’ is the old prototype; smart meter will regulate your household temperature; you’ll be allocated
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number of calories which will limit your grocery purchases; lower carbon footprint; next big derivative scheme: carbon
footprints; total awareness, total control, total tyranny
Incrementalism: boiling the frog (slow death); Google Glass is the future (they’ll put that inside of you); you will see this in
our lifetime; infrastructure already exists; started to roll it out on Wall St first (e.g. high-frequency trades); high-speed
banking networks; they want the cyber hack to occur because the new stuff is going to be bulletproof; it’s already here
(e.g. iPhone 5, bitcoin, etc), it just hasn’t been rolled out in full effect yet
Steve: atomic computing; the whole purpose of World War III is to destroy the image and likeness of God; Lucifarians are
promising that you can live forever; you can live anyone’s life; dehumanization (like Blade Runner); linguistic, sonic and
sight programming to accept what’s coming; the shills have been tasked with undermining them; the illusion must be
maintained at all costs;
Hour 2 (10-11pm)
Steve: you’re going to be exchanging your precious metals for things you need; in a black market, the way that barter’s
conducted; 99% of the analysts do what they’re told; Steve pulled back on his IPO because they were going to pump-anddump him; Valcambe gold bars (breakable chunks); silver is for food, gold is for your life; silver is your barter, gold is your
savings;
With income: put 80-90% in metals and the rest in food; no income? 80% into food, 20% into metals; you want to make
sure you’re at least fed (esp. if you’re the sole breadwinner)
Steve: food first; water; when the great quakes (esp. New Madras) occur, greatest migration will be over fresh water; if
you’re buying property, get something that has originating water on it; know the depth of it; anybody that tells you to buy a
’72-hr kit’ is out of their minds; financial integration into the borg; the Christian is a targeted individual for total destruction
The mark of the beast: the chip will work on a harmonic frequency (like your DNA; unique like your fingerprints) specific to
you; coincide with the frequency of your DNA; the most secure system ever set-up; your DNA is a perfect conduit (radio
frequency antenna); once you get the chip, it won’t allow you to play; shut off portions of your brain to prevent you from
getting angry, questioning authority; you’re no longer a human, messed with your DNA, tampered with your ability to
communicate with the Most High; we’re going out in power and glory; the pre-tribulation rapture is the most dangerous
doctrine, it’s origins are occultic; the bankers financed this operation to get the church on board; coming globalization is
not just a monetary thing; there’s a spiritual part; false prophet is the religious system; people need to believe in
something; new economic model will have a spiritual component (will not include biblical Christianity); alittleleven.com;
you can not make it in this world without the Lord; the elites believe in God but they worship the wrong god (Lucifer); V’s
walked down corridors with conference rooms with big wigs having a Kabbalah session; they believe in a spiritual entity;
it’s mathematically impossible for humans only to bring this about; if you don’t go along with this agenda you will be culled
What do you say to the mockers? Continue to build your ark; V has family members who think that things will turn around
and get better; they have a ‘horse in the race’; you’re betting your future on it, you want it to win; horse represents your
future, hopes, dreams, etc.; the horse in reality is dead but you’re still beating it; you’re so deluded, inoculated by the
system that you think that the rotting corpse of a horse is actually alive and running; everything’s not all fine; this whole
thing’s coming apart; “welcome to the club;” history is about people who, in the face of adversity, all of a sudden are able
to stand up and become leaders; you’re the type of person God put there, standing in the gap, for a particular reason to
begin to guide people through the dark days that are ahead; we’re not going to get raptured out of there; we’re going
through the fire; we’re going to go through the tribulation because that’s our refining process; we’re not going to face the
wrath of God (we’re not going to be around); we’re going to go through the fire to be purified; V does not learn much when
things are going good; he learns best when things are going bad, trouble, trial torture; don’t worry if people aren’t listening
to you now; the days coming when God will take away all of the securities until the only thing left in value will be him
Steve: God is a spirit; Steve was raised around gold; silver is a type of redemption; gold is a type of divinity; we are to
become overcomers; the foreign troops are not integrating well with US troops; continue to pray; watch what God’s gonna
do; the scripture is not against self-defense; Steve has 27 year’s worth of prophesies that he’s read on talk radio
Hour 3 (11pm-12am)
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The conditions we’re facing: unprecedented in economic times; volatility and insolvency in all economies; these are the
same idiots that back in 2006 said things we’re fine; 2013: same idiots are telling you everything’s fine; CEOs’ insider
trading is up 400%; you’re not dealing with honorable men, you’re dealing with master criminals and there is no honor
among thieves; these guys are looking to pilfer you, take you for a ride and take you for all you’re worth, then leave you
destitute and leave you poor; that’s what they have planned for you
Steve: the whole fallacy of the western economic world is based on interest; the whole world is being gathered together;
Lucifarian elite is to make war against Jesus; money is a spiritual thing; that’s how the devil rules the world; he rules
finance; kids are being neural-linguistically programed and sonically transformed in their DNA; the mark of the beast will
be so transformative
Japan has been one of the biggest bond buyer of US Treasury debt; no longer doing that; 3-legged stool analogy: Japan,
China & the Fed; the Fed’s buying at an alarming rate; US bonds will be dumped on the US market when Japan pops;
commodities will fly in price (oil, gold, silver, etc.); all too-pig-to-fail zombie banks will dump their fund money into rising
commodities; bubble in US bond market for decades; when Fed can no longer buy all debt themselves  massive panic;
Japan is the fuse that lights this whole thing up, the domino in the bond market; they lost control of the 2nd biggest bond
market in the world; in the process of going bust right now; it is the chief domino that brings this whole thing down
you think you’re going to retire? The biggest scam they sold the American public is your 401(k). The 401(k) was never
designed as a vehicle to retire upon. It was designed by investors and fund managers that wanted to create some sort of
a tax-deferred vehicle for CEOs to park some of their money in for the time-being. And then companies got smart and
said, instead of paying out these lavish pensions, let’s give all our employees 401(k)s and sell it as something of a
retirement-investment vehicle. And low and behold, everyone jumped on board this 401(k) nonsense. And now they’re
stuck. This is an absolute mess.
your pension is going to be vaporized; when the Fed is ordering most pension funds to start buying US debt…the majority
of pension funds have already been invested with US Treasury Bonds; we’re talking about politicians, career criminals;
there’s going to be nothing for you to retire upon; your pension is lost; V’s told family members to take early retirement;
V’s dad is retiring, leaving the country; most people won’t have that option; when this bond market goes bust, kiss your
pension goodbye unless you do something to hedge yourself (pay a fine, fee, etc.)
what to do if you’re locked out of your 401(k): it’s just a stupid number on a stupid computer screen; if you want to know
how, contact V (guerrillaeconomist@gmail.com); to save at least 50% of your 401(k); this is going to vaporize your
pension funds, retirement funds; something none of you can afford to do
Steve: barbarism that’s coming to America; people cannot accept what they can’t wrap their mind around; this is World
War III; this is going for the full magilla; take your closest threat out first; Israel will fight Lebanon and Syria; the only
difference between denigration and destruction is a matter of time; veterans are going to be murdered; Luciferians are
funding both sides; Steve’s not a Catholic; Brother Bob’s Vision: Steve waited 5 years to post parts of it; people cannot
understand the horror because they live in La-La Land; hoards, gangs; the world’s becoming more and more barbaric;
you’re going to have to take a stand; it’s already getting tough, you just haven’t had it come to your door yet; trouble’s
coming to look for you
You have no clue what you’re facing; you have no idea what’s really working in the backdrop of these events; what’s it
going to take to stop this? Pray & repent; reinstatement of Glass Stegal will stop lot of shenanigans from going on; there’s
at least 200 guys that V can name that need to go to prison and have the keys thrown away; that’s how bad it is
Middle East has been one of V’s favorite areas of study; Americans have no understanding of what’s going on in the
Middle East; V has Syrian ancestry on his mother’s side; there’s a huge Christian population in Syria; Wahabe Dealth Cult
= “Al Quaeda” bankrolled by CIA, MI5, MI6; British banking created the Middle East and handed it over to the US; they
haven’t been fighting for 100s of years; never used to be any problems with Muslims and Jews; this problem has been
intentionally created by British banking interests through British military industrial and political mechanisms that have
carved-up the Middle East, created a problem and now it’s our problem
Economy is a mess; we’re in a volatile and insolvent world; what do you think these guys are going to do? V is Semetic by
genetics; there are globalist plants inside the Israeli government (America & UK as well); they’re going to try and instigate
a war; Russians can knock out Israeli aircraft while on the runway;
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Steve: Red Letter bible; Apart from God there is no truth; they’re trying to bring us down to 500M people (per the Georgia
Guidestones); wouldn’t you rather go where the spirit of God is leading you – ahead of this – than to sit and try to duke it
out?; the smallest pathogen is bigger than the toughest guy; supersoldiers have vulnerabilities too; you cannot fight
spiritual wickedness with earthly weapons; China can sink the West without a shot being fired; we are at the verge of
thermal-nuclear destruction right now; don’t quit: it’s not a one-time deal, it’s an always deal from this point out; you can
now email V directly
Time is critical; if you need help, email guerrillaeconomist@gmail.com; he’ll call you; for a small fee he’ll give you a game
plan on how to prosper; inventory is becoming scarce; it’s only going to get worse
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The V Files: Financial Road To Hell – Paved With Masterful Deceipt
6-3-13
(V, the Guerrilla Economist, comes on the show ~ 11:46)
Hour 1 (9-10pm)
Steve: tonight V will detail the next stage of the designed and timed meltdown of the Western World (not China or Far
East); Western World is being intentionally and diabolically driven to total destruction of the middle class; ways of the
financial system; rule #1: you can’t spend more than you make (or you’re bankrupt); rule #2: the world’s debt is
unpayable; you eat today doesn’t mean you’ll eat tomorrow
Things are happening so quickly he just had to come back on; there’s so many thing happening at once; we’re at a
terminal velocity in the marketplace; we’re entering the distress of the nations; every aspect of the system (esp. western
banks) has great stress, anguish; Western banking has become its own Tower of Babel; what was once a model of
freedom, wealth, growth has now become just like the Tower of Babel, place of destruction and confusion; if you don’t
know what’s going on now you’re confused; if you don’t understand what I tell you; wake up! Things are really coming to
pass; this is not a time for you to have your head buried in the sand; this was a big week: Japanese bond market spin out
of control; they have lost control of the bond market; hottest trend: short sellers; Bank of Japan (BOJ) is going to have to
get real creative; get public funds to buy pension funds; what will happen to the US bond market?
Fed Advisory Council: steer Fed policy; finally admitted what’s going on; how difficult it is for a bunch on con men to come
forward and say that they inflated assets; everything you see right now is a bubble; Fed pumping up the market; stock
brokers themselves are conned; in the last days there are 2 kinds of people: those who make a lie and those who love a
lie; what the Fed admits: current monetary policy is totally ineffective; the Fed has created 0 interest rate policy; they have
replaced all free-market fundamentals; displaced all monetary and economic basics; they themselves are the primary
driver; How many of you love the fact that you have a privately-held central bank that is the only driving force of your
house of cards? Of the economy? The banks are in crisis every single day because of what the Fed has done; chief driver
of your economy; how can there be any proper valuations of any equity positions when you have a central bank that is the
primary driver of your economy and markets? The Fed is admitting it; the Fed can’t withdraw; it they did withdraw now it
would cause a massive contraction the likes of which would make the ’29 crash look like a Sunday school picnic;
May 2013 the housing bubble; some of you are getting conned because you think it’s a good time to buy a house; they’re
going to artificially try to stimulate the housing market (buy-backs of mortgage-backed securities (MBS)); the punchbowl
that got us into the mess we’re in is back in the party; people in the market are so in a drunken stupor they don’t even
realize that the very thing that poisoned the well is this; Fed has been buying $45B/month in MBS; the Fed is the housing
market; the Fed has taken the role of a mortgage lender; Fed is running your stock market; group of con men also driving
the ‘housing recovery,’ American savings lowest in 10 years; 11% increase in value of your house  start to think you
have wealth again (you have nothing; a bubble); explain to me how this works out in the end? It ends in a massive,
massive crash; we’re heading for a bail-in just like Cypress
Steve: when you put your money in the bank, they basically own your money; the entire system in fraudulent; the middle
class is being systematically wiped out; “quantitative infinity”: money never hits Main St, just hits Wall St; they’re not happy
with some of your money, they want it all; the useless eaters are going to be denied healthcare, edible food; the great
culling is underway; if you use the word “retirement” you’ve not understood one word he or V has said; you must become
almost a hunter-warrior; biblical finance; rental real estate exist in hot markets; how rental properties derive their income
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What are you going to do with all your rentals? V’s in the northeast; who’s going to rent from you when this thing comes
crashing down? Nobody; almost as fickle as the tourist industry; non-existent rental market in Detroit, Detroit is a model of
what’s going to happen to the rest of this country
derivative market: financial weapon of mass destruction; derivatives allow banksters to rig the market, rob and pillage and
have zero liability or accountability; so complex; created with sole intent to circumvent political, judicial and regulatory
systems/accountability; can rob equity markets on a whim; Marc Faber is absolutely right: every single equity is in trouble;
you’re in trouble; Buffet cashed out $49B last week; Soros divested 80% of his stock holdings; snake-oil salesmen
it’s not the speculators that are making things go up; the dollar is going down; the world is facing economic slowdown; oil
is the lifeblood of any economy; Americans are depleting their savings because they’re no jobs; (sounds like he lives
in/near NY); value of currency has dropped (purchasing power); Japan will trigger a currency war; US will be on a race to
the bottom: you’re on that racetrack (everything you own, everything is affected by what you purchase on that track); this
is the great crash; we’re headed to a special model; the banksters have something very special planned for you
Americans: stagflation
Steve: Howard Ruff coined stagflation: stagnant economy due to loss of purchasing power of US dollar (things cost more);
US currency is a joke around the world if it weren’t for central banks given $100B/month to, if they didn’t have the ability to
exchange the dollars they take at the central bank level, no one would take dollars; this is engineered: everything happens
when they want it to, nothing by chance; you’re going to become enemies of the state; they’re going to come for you;
DSM-5 psychiatric manual: force drugs onto your children; stand up and fight for your children and grandchildren; there is
power in corporate repentance, corporate prayer and corporate intercession; when you expose specific operations (that
are underway) they’re immediately cancelled; the mainstream church is not the place to find Jesus; the food of the flesh is
right now what controls the body of Christ; the discerning of spirit you can’t do on your own; seek God first; God told V to
contact Steve; nothing travels faster than gossip, slander, clamor on earth; liars attach the truth on a personal level
A conspiracy theorist? We’ve called what’s happening in the market to a tea every single time; that’s not a conspiracy,
that’s someone who can analyze an agenda; do you have any idea how much it takes for a con man to come forward?;
they’re going to rob you blind; they’re going to take everything you have, leave you destitute and poor and wipe you out;
there is no comparion between Japan & Greece; when the 2nd largest bond market and the 3rd largest economy has a
major problem, we have a problem; (Japan) they’re holding a great deal of our debt; Paul Krugman: Nobel laurite,
admitted drug addict, clinically insane; investors are bailing out because 10-year government bonds only yielding 0.8%
and central bank has 2% inflation target; BOJ is the main player in the Japanese bond, equities and real estate markets;
Japan has the same problem we have; investors now coming in to short the market; Japan will lose this battle
Hour 2 (10-11pm)
Japan’s lost decade: stagnant economy, deflationary in nature; inflate their way out of it (typical Keynesian playbook);
when a central bank play too key of a pivotal role in the market prices and valuation get distorted; Kansas City Exchange:
$2.5B they have problems accounting for (real number: ~ $7B), 3rd largest exchange in the US; much worse conditions
with larger exchanges; Keynesians feel they can inflate their way out of this problem; Japan is going to go belly-up; guess
who’s holding Japanese bonds as well? JP Morgan, BOA, CitiGroup, HSBC; they’ll be in bigger trouble
Steve: deindustrialization of America; NAFTA (1993): sink the US economy and shift efforts to China; when they’re
through picking your pockets they’ll pick your bones; Supreme Court just ruled that your DNA is not your own; they want
your entire genetic code uncovered; these are the people controlling the world; make you dependent on them; all control
of money leads to control of people; they want you dead; they want to divest the planet of 5.5B people; Rothchilds vs.
Rockerfellers; we’re at war; total devastation; vapor assets: dissipates as it rises
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Some of you think you have a retirement, a pension, everything will be fine; Jack Lew, US Treasury Secretary (the
“strikeout artist”), total failure, joke; July 2013: they will begin to start raiding Federal pension funds; they’re not going to
stop: will go into private pension funds, 401(k); V used to say years ago that you’re 401(k) will become a 101(k); now:
you’re 401(k) will be vaporized alongside pension, Roth IRA; Cypress-style financial decapitation on your bank accounts;
Canadian central banks have said the same thing; you are what’s for dinner (your savings, pension, childrens’ future);
hoping that you all have the courage, the conviction and the wherewithal to rubber the road and do what needs to be done
because nobody else is going to do it for you; guerrillaeconomist@gmail.com; will show you what the elites do to hedge
themselves; dollar is the currency that’s going to go bye-bye; 50% of the biggest economies of the world have already setup currency exchanges and swaps to move away from the dollar; world’s economies are moving away from the dollar;
real wealth is gold, silver, precious metals; this is what they use as collateral, exchange; forget the price: if it’s high, buy it;
if it’s low, buy it; BUY BUY BUY; with gold & silver being at the price they are today: there are no sellers; nobody is selling,
everybody is buying and holding; acquisition premiums; you need to get out now of gold & silver ETFs; JP Morgan’s
current silver holdings in their vaults: < 150k oz
Steve: US Mint raised the premium on fractional gold by 40%; those who have sold out of their IRAs, 401(k)s are coming
out ahead; cold fusion needs platinum and palladium; platinum and palladium markets are so thin; earth is shifting
(moving under your feet); magnetic pole changing at an accelerated rate; there is no such thing as retirement
World Bank whistleblower Hudes (sp?) will fall on deaf ears; the dollar is done; it’s already being devalued; too little, too
late; V is a New Yorker; if you’re thinking retirement, you’re retarded; V wants to see that you’re hard-earned money is
preserved; taking something that’s in an exchange and get real wealth into your hands, understand what the elites are
doing; true preservation of wealth; great ways to get your portfolio diversified: platinum and palladium; turmoil in markets
have created massive buying opportunity; understand what real wealth is about (something tangible); giving that control
back to you; we’re giving you power; we’re empowering you power over your own wealth; only way to protect yourself,
that’s how you check out of the system (you circumvent it); V would rather risk having gold & silver in his own house vs.
having money in a bank somewhere that he can’t touch; when you put your money in a bank the lending rules say you’re
no longer a depositor, you’re a creditor to the bank; the bank takes your money and loans it out 9x (fractional reserve
lending); FDIC will pay you back anywhere from 0 – 99 years; they never will pay you back;
Once the bond market goes bust and the economy crashes; raiding pension funds; forcing people to buy government
bonds; they’ve got to keep the Ponzie scheme going (running out of suckers); if that doesn’t shatter your paradyme then
folks you’re already dead; there’s no hope for you
Steve: they need more pockets to pick; NLP programming via mass media; Gerald Celente has been telling the truth;
Global elimination of every single exchange; they will shut it down on a Friday, on an afternoon, before lunch; going to
crash, failsafes will hit, everybody goes to lunch, nobody comes back to work; this is the end of all things; this is worse
than you can ever imagine; 1929: no derivatives, CDOs, CDS, interest rate swaps; > $600T - $1.5Q debt (w/derivatives);
valuation problem; 400% insider trading; we’re infinitely worse than ’29; this crash is to set-up a new monetary system;
they’re going to rob you; bail-in policy; complete wasteland; which is old is going to be done away with and replaced with
which is new
V needs a good snapshot of what you’re going through before he gives you his prognosis; keep in the bank what you
need to pay your day-to-day bills, the rest in precious metals (depending on your assets and liabilities, cash flow, income,
expenditures)
Steve: lives on his computer screen until he nods off; when he talks to traders; how many mouths of witnesses does every
word need to be established?; Lindsey Williams is saying the same things; platinum is used for chemical reactions; elite
have held secret knowledge, hidden knowledge, ancient technology, all the truths of real history in order to twist, control
and utilize it at their venture; money is the sum of your or someone else’s effort; the purpose of being blessed is to be able
to help others; it’s not enough to raise yourself up; money is a spiritual thing; when something is precious, you value it; if
you deal with brokers you’ll end up that way; making your gullible and susceptible to having your pockets picked; you will
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invest in the bonds; if you’re a Bible-believing Christian, loving Jesus, you will not be able to function in the system that
they are bringing upon the scene; black/free market based on barter; basis of all international banking is to give you paper
and steal your stuff
When you peel back the veneer of the false reality that many people live under, some people just don’t know how to take
it; you’ve got to be able to compartmentalize it; go about your work but me mindful of what’s going on around you; live
your life but be aware of the forces at play; government wants to manage all of the private retirement accounts; just about
every facet of this economy is infiltrated; it’s imperative to have the proper perspective: precious metals is the only way to
circumvent what is to come and what is going to happen very soon; you don’t have much time; middle of the year: July 3,
2013 kickoff, 10-month window ends in October; unprecedented events; there’s no economic growth; real inflation
(currency manipulation, rise of energy and food prices); economy has contracted: Americans trying to keep up with their
bills
Hour 3 (11pm-12am)
Steve: Is Dave Ramsey from the establishment? Where would you be if you followed his advice?
V doesn’t live too far from Joe & Doug…today, when you’re facing financial armagheddon, the loss of everything you
have, you cannot afford to listen to a guy like this; paying off your debt is important; Ramsey doesn’t have the knowledge
or education to deal with this monumental issue; they want total control of your retirement accounts (they want the
government to manage it); you’re about to lose everything; the economy is contracting; we’re headed for stagflation; Dave
Ramsey’s a one-trick pony; when you lose it all don’t say I didn’t warn you
Steve: there’s nothing that’s overtaking us in any realm that God’s word hasn’t already addressed; we’re sounding the
trumpet; the track records speak for themselves; the testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophesy
The way the market is right now I cannot guarantee the safety of client funds; that’s why I’m telling people to get out;
there’s no safety anymore; I’m going this because the Lord is warning me; don’t wait for your boat to come in, begin to
build an ark; we’re trying to get you guys to build an ark; in the coming weeks we’re going to try and structure your arc in
such a way so that we can close the door; the Lord will lead you through the storm; Steve is 20 years ahead of the nation;
you have a clear picture; cast off all confusion, doubt; God is the author of order and peace; he’s put certain people in
your life to give you a warning to let you know time is short, this is not a cycle, it’s not business as usual; prepare for
what’s ahead
Once a crash does happen, how long is the fiat currency going to last? Not going to buy you much of anything; gas in a
day or 2: $7 - $10/gallon; ability for goods to move will cease; food prices will increase; $10k in sock drawer will last you a
couple of weeks at the most; keep what you need to pay the bills; in hyperinflationary environment, your $10k isn’t going
to be worth $0.10
One of V’s insiders: mid-level guys in cahoots will begin to move out within 2 weeks before any major crash occurs; they
have their safe houses; people like Diamonds, Blankfinds, Pandants; they’re going to kill the dollar; Jack Lew is a strikeout artist, loves to fail, will do the bidding of the banksters
0b@m@care: “Osamacare;” picture a boat, the U.S.S. Economy; multiple torpedos to sink this ship: 1) stock market w/all
bubbles in equities; 2) GDP debt; 3) total stagnation of economy and a contracting economy; 4) unfunded liabilities; 5)
0b@m@care, the nail in the coffin; main purpose is the destroy small business; written by the insurance agencies; you do
not have a free market system in this country anymore; you don’t have capitalism, you have cartelism (3 – 5 companies
that control everything); crony capitalism; designed to desimate small business; the next economy: the rest of us will all be
serfs
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Hindenberg Moments: Federal Reserve Advisory Committee admitting they’ve lost control; Japanese admitting they’ve
lost control of bond market; artificial suppression of metals; false sense of security;
Continue to watch: bond sell-offs in US; government maneuvering in pension funds; positioning of government managing
of private pension funds; massive conflagration in Middle East; we are a hair-trigger away for multiple Black Swans taking
place;
Steve: the elite always have to tell everyone what they’re going to do; showing us how dumb we are; main problems
facing Christians: ignorance, apathy, indifference, false teaching; that what we’re seeing going on in the natural is really
being orchestrated in the supernatural; your mortgage is most likely owned by Arab or Chinese confederacy; when this
thing goes, they’ll be coming to ‘collect the rent’ (coming to take what’s rightfully theirs (a spoil)); everything you think you
have on paper that represents something you think you have is nothing but an illusion of electrons; when everybody
rushes for the door at the same time they can’t get out; you want to be where everyone isn’t; you’re going to put your
money in our banks and we’re going to take it from you; Steve watches the premiums rising; cash value represents real
value vs. spot price which indicates manipulated prices; US Mint has monetized gold at $2k; you don’t want to be there
because the creditors will always follow the caravan; when the sheep panic, the wolves are sitting there salivating; we are
seeing full-scale warfare; most people do not see the lateness of the hour
V is working on putting together a Web site; will give us the strategies that the elites use; (sounds like he’s in NY); who
can deliver?
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Email #38
http://www.stevequayle.com/index.php?s=33&d=418
http://tiny.cc/kijlyw

Enter The Dragon's Den: China's Strategic Gold Swipe
June 12, 2013
For over a decade we have been hearing about the term consolidation in the PM market. That once this occurs
you can see the price of Gold and Silver skyrocket. Year after year those fixated on the paper supply side of
ETF's and futures contracts have seen the PMs go up and down in a wild range of spot price, that calling a
bottom or a top is fool hearty. While the vast majority dedicated their energies to the fight of PM vs the Fiat of
the world, there has been an operation at work so insidious so diabolically genius that until recently the
magnitude of the operation was virtually unknown.
My first inclination of this beginning happened when I was a lowly commodity broker facilitating the very
specialized market of strategic metals for a large European firm doing business in NYC. My job was to be
involved in every aspect of the deal for my direct clients. This involved dealing with the workers of the mines in
Zimbabwe, to the shipping of the ORE and Ingot from South Africa to the Netherlands where the wares are
refined and readied to be sold to customers the world over. During this time we started coming in contact at
every level from Chinese nationals. I have seen first hand the way they come in. Not like us Westerners, they
do not come to African or Developing nations with the intent to control and pilfer their resources. No they come
to create mutually beneficial partnerships that work in the favor of both countries. What a revolutionary
concept! This became the reason why wherever China goes in the developing world, they are more than willing
to do business with the her. Her business men and investors help build roads and much needed infrastructure,
they bring resources to bear that help the indigenous population much need food, medicine and education. In
return the host countries throw out the red carpet for China. So you really can attract more flies with honey.
The most empirical evidence for this is the staggering level of business that China does with the Middle East
and North Africa. So what is America's response to this? Well Gunboat Diplomacy of course. What China
brings in aid and infrastructure, we come with hubris and machinations of regional dominance. China helps
with oil discovery, we bomb, China creates opportunities for the indigenous populations, we give them
sanctions. China seeks business partnerships with every nation but alliances with none. We bully and threaten
and sow discord. China invests in Africa, what do we do? We militarize and destabilize with AFRICOM. In other
words we are the total failures of a archaic foreign policy written by men who have no concept of how the world
works today. A limited, short sighted policy of contention and containment geared for fighting soviets but
obsolete in dealing with the current high speed economic-multidimensionalism. We are the old fuel swigging
raucous 1960's muscle car, in an era of high speed modern exotics. It is a game that we are losing.
This brings us to the main issue, we know that Gold is not only the wealth preserver but it is the ACE in the
sleeve, the trump card against the forces of Fiat currencies and the Central Banking Concept. The nation that
posses the most will be the one left standing when the dust of the once mighty Anglo-American Banking
System finally crashes into the dustbin of history. Since the devaluation of Gold and Silver in April, the effect
had a few things going for it:
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1. It drove enough fear into the hearts of the weak handed, causing them to dump what they have into the steel
jaws of the jackals of finance.
2. It drove the short sighted, short term profiting Speculator out of the market. Leaving more for the Jackals of
Finance.
3. It drove up acquisition premiums
4. Finally it created a buying spree the likes of which the world has never seen with Asia, particularly China and
India being at the forefront.
Today we are at a juncture that in light of "low" spot price of PM's there is no one selling and everyone is
buying. Further putting a choke hold on the Ponzi schemes run by Goldman Sachs, JPM, the Fed and
COMMEX. All of the just mentioned characters either have no PM in the vaults (COMMEX and NY FED) or
there is not sufficient metals to meet contractual futures obligations (COMMEX, JPM, GS) Which will lead
these cronies to default. This mad buying has caused many sovereigns to do things that are considered
irrational . China for instance in the last decade has set up various Sovereign Wealth Funds through which
they are purchasing vast stores of PM from the Bullion Banks themselves. The Main monster in this den of
Dragons is the Sovereign Wealth Fund CIC ( China Investment Corp) an almost half a trillion dollar monster
whose sole purpose was to consume worthless US dollars, and use them to buy valuable assets.
This past week we have heard that Swiss refiners delays have reached 5 weeks. How and why? After much
careful digging it seem that the Chinese are heading the train off at the pass and purchasing Gold Ingots at
point of manufacture paying more than what a refiner would pay. Once again adding a quiver to the long list of
strategic metals and rare earth mineral mines, China is cornering the market on Gold. People tend to forget
also the vast wealth the China always had in Gold from it's historic dynasties. This was confirmed by Steve
Quayle's top level Chinese source. It was said to Mr. Quayle that the vast wealth of Ghengis, Kubla, Hahn and
Ming Dynasties have all been preserved and stored from the prying hands of Western Imperialists for hundreds
of years.
Consider that China has a mysterious "Shadow Banking" cartel that is as secretive as anything in the west and
one begins to see a clear picture of how this machine works in light of current economic malaise. A slowing
economy, labor issues, and currency wars has not stopped the ravenous buying of Gold by the Chinese. This
can only be done by the massive wealth within the Shadow Banking sector as well as the vast stores of US
dollars. So kill two birds with one stone, with the Dollar buy up some Gold at the same time help bring down
the US, A perfect plot if I do say so myself.
CIC moves the gold, in other words it "Launders" it. This way it shows nothing on it's books and only very little
holdings at any given time. Giving the impression of innocuous innocence. Pretty amazing for a firm that is the
largest handler in the world of foreign exchange reserves. There is no better way to spend all of the worthless
Federal Reserve Notes than in precious metals.
So what does that mean for us? Well once again proof emerges that American is being raped, robbed and
pillaged. We have five mints in the Country and 6 or 7 major dealers. It is only a matter of time before a
Chinese national with a well rehearsed West Texas accent begins to call these places and make an offer that
they can't refuse, $100 - $200 over spot? Folks we have in this country about 600,000 and 800,000 oz of gold
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left. In the grand scheme of things that is peanuts. In a massive emergency run in gold the supplies would last
three weeks at the most!!!
Please the time to be sitting on the fence is over get off the fence or you will be impaled by your lack of taking
action. Be prepared. COPYRIGHT-www.stevequayle .com -MAY BE REPRODUCED IN ITS ENTIRETY AS
LONG AS LINK IS INCLUDED to stevequayle.com-ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
-"V"
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